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S FOR ITSELF
AMPLION RECEIVERS are designed and pro-

duced by the world's original and largest manu-
facturers of Loud -speaking Telephones.

First demonstrated in 1887, commercially intro-
duced in 1893, adopted by the British Admiralty
in 1894, and by Foreign Governments and the leading
Steamship Lines in the following years, no less than
12,000 vessels were fitted with Graham's instruments
by the end of the year 1919, besides installations in
numerous power stations and for other purposes.
To -day the number of Graham Loud -speakers in use
exceeds that of all other makes combined.
More Loud -speakers than ever are now produced
in the Graham Factories or under licence, and in the
Wireless field the Graham Amplion represents the
utmost technical efficiency and unequalled commercial
value.

Ask for Folder " P.W."

Pemonstrations at our Showroom :
THE ALGRAPHONE SALON,
25-26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.1.

'Phcne: Regent 1075.

AM ['LION
ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.,
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E.4.
'Phone : Sydenham 2820-1-2.
'Grams : " Navalhada, Catgreen, London."
SCOTLAND-Mr. F. At Milligan, 25, Renfrew Street, Glasgow.
IRELAND-Mr. Alex. R. Monday, 41, Chichester Street, Belfast.
CANADA- Messrs. Burndept of Canada Ltd., 172, King Street West,

Toronto.
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TOPICAL NOTES AND NEWS.
Queen Alexandra Listens -in.

WHILE the Queen was on an evening
cruise last week, a special wireless
concert was broadcast. This trans-

mission was arranged by Messrs. W. A. C.
Smith, Ltd., of Glasgow. Powerful loud
speakers were used for reception.

Aberdeen Broadcasting Station.

IAM
given to understand by the B.B.C.

that they have officially approved' of
the erection of a station at Aberdeen,

and engineers have left for the North for
the purpose of selecting a site. It will be
about two months before broadcasting will
start from the new station; work will com-
mence almost immediately.

A Broadcasting Station for Brussels.
HAVE it on good authority that the
Societe Beige Radio-Electrique is pre-
pared to erect a station at Brussels and

provide an appropriate service for Belgium
without charge. * *

P.M.G. and S.B.R.E.

THE
Societe Beige Radio-Electrique

is, I believe, somewhat related to
our B.B.C., and a question in respect

of this was asked in the House last week.
The question was to
the point of how
Belgium can be sup-
plied free with broad-
casting while an
English company re-
quires a substantial
sl.w.re of fees and
tolls ?

.* *

Suggestions.
MR. ARTHUR

BURROWS
tells me that he

will, without doubt,
receive over 1,000,000
postcards with sug-
gestions from listen-
ers -in, judging from
the pile already re-
ceived in response to
his invitation for con-
structive criticisms
of the broadcast
programniesi

* *

broadcast a message that evening telling the
boy not to feed that snake-it was a viper.

" WIRELESS REVIEW AND SCIENCE
WEEKLY " is THE authoritative journal
of wireless and popular science. No. 7 will
contain many moat interesting articles
written by leading authorities, and will be
On sale at aU bookstalls and newsagents
on Tuesday, July 10th, price 3d.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOWT

Marguerite Leahy.
MISS MARGUERITE LEAHY. the

beautiful film actress, was delighted
with her first experience of broad-

casting. Although she appeared to be
nervous at first she soon became quite at
home with the microphone, and told me that
she would welcome a further invitation to
broadcast should an opportunity occur.

* * *

Wireless in Villages.
BETWEEN Potters Bar

and Hatfield and
slightly off the main

road are several small
isolated villages all well
within " crystal range " of

supposed to be the oldest wayside " house "
in the country. To my great astonishment
its time -worn oak -panelled interior was
positively vibrating with such familiar words
as " high -frequency," " crystal detectors,"
etc., apparently originating from an excited
group of farm labourers. I proceeded on my
journey.

Very Considerably " Wireless."
THE above might sound " tall," but

would I be believed were I to mention
that I once came across a very, very

old and very, very dirty Arab in a ditto, ditto
village way up the Nile carefully constructing
a crystal receiving set ? I am sure I
shouldn't, but it is quite a fact. " Telephoon
Midoon Silik (Wireless)," he muttered, as he
grinned up at me. It was apparently
very literally " Wireless "-he was winding
the coil' with lengths of rattan cord.

An Arab's " Library."
OF course, investigation was necessary,

as this incident occurred during the
1919 risings of the natives. We

discovered that although the " rattan "
carefully covered quite good " litzendraht "
the other details of construction were piti-

fully shaky. It was,
however, quite a

This amateur wireless station cost over f1,000 to install. The owner, Mr. George Freisinger, a wealthy
American, spared no expense in making the station complete in every detail.

Snakes !
-UNCLE LESLIE, who broadcasts every

Thursday on subjects connected with
the Zoo, told me that after giving a

talk on " Snakes," he received a letter from
a listener -in next morning describing a
snake he had caught in the garden, and
asking advice concerning the -feeding of his
captive. The description the boy gave
made Uncle Leslie uneasy, and he im-
mediately arranged with the B.B.C. to

2 L 0. Passing through these quaint little
hamlets during the week -end, I was agree-
ably surprised by the number of aerials that
are attached to both the small old-fashioned
cottages and the larger country houses.

* *

By the Wayside.
COMING back through Cu ffiey and so

to Enfield, I stopped for a while at
the King and Tinker Inn, which is

good attempt to
tap " information

from passing aero-
planes using wireless.
In the natives' "hut"
was found copies of
Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night,"
Poe's " Tales of Mys-
tery and Imagination"
(in French), a book
on economics in Egyp-
tian, and, of course.,
the " Kuran."

* *

Call Signs for Receivers.
AN Australian cor-

respondent in-
forms me that in

his country call signs
are allotted to both
receiving and trans-
mitting amateur sta-
tions. This same
writer also makes re-
ference to the Monday

night concerts transmitted from the Marconi
station on 1,000 metres, and suggests that a
shorter wave -length would be more useful.

Not an Overworked Ether.
APPARENTLY there is but little ether

activity in Australia, and the tele-
phony tests carried out by the police

prove very disappointing in their brevity:
(Continued on page 738)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 737.)

Two or three amateurs, however, can now
and again be heard transmitting interesting.
if not perfect items.

* *

A Point of View.
HE considers the lot of a European or

American wireless amateur an ex-
tremely happy one, and suggests that

the " grumblers " and " moaners " should
spend a holiday in a country where tele-
phony, even apart from concerts, is of
such rarity that its occasional and rather
shaky advent produces many acclamations
of pleasure.

* * *

Energetic Wales.

MAJOR CORBETT SMITH, the director
of the Cardiff broadcasting station,
tells me that the performance of the

whole of Beethoven's C minor Symphony,
broadcast recently from the Cardiff station,
aroused the widest interest and appreciation.
By the way, Major Corbett Smith has
promised to write regular articles for
PoruLan WIRELESS. This is decidedly good
news.

Miss Jesse Kenney, the first woman to pass the
new examination in Wireless Telegraphy. Miss
Kenney thereby obtains possession of a 1st class

P.M.G. certificate.

America's Dull Emitters.
D. LEE DE FOREST (whose photo is
on this page) told me recently that
the dull emitter valve was a great

favourite in the States. " It's only one
dollar more than the ordinary tube," be
said. I wonder why our D.E.R. valves are
so dear.

So Simple.

THE
doctor also told me of one way they

have " over there " of making these
valves. " We simply place a piece of

magnesium on the plate, exhaust the valve,
and cook up the plate as usual. This causes
the magnesium to vaporise-and there
you are.

School of Posts and Telegraphs

The Hague ..

Increased Emission.
"WHEN the valve cools, the magnesium

vapour condenses over everything,
and 'the filament, grid, plate, and

inside of the tube are coated with metallic
magnesium. The presence of magnesium
vapour and the metallic coating greatly
increases the electron emission," said
Dr. Lee de Forest.

* * *

Where is Capt. P.P.?
WHEN Capt. P. P. Eckersley left his

famous little home in the East
(Writtle), subsequently to " Two

Emma Tock's " final and deeply regretted
" closing down," and joined the B.B.C., we
all had great hopes that we should fre-
quently hear his cheery voice through
2 L O's microphone.

* *

Eat Even an " Uncle."

POSSIBLY
the worthy

captain is too busily
engaged in the en-

gineering side of the busi-
nesa-rementher, he . is
Chief, Engineer-no light
task when eight, pt' SO

large examples of a new
science are to be watched
and " wangled," but it
does seem surprising that
he does not appear just
a little more often as an
" uncle." How the kiddies
would love him !

-*
The B.B.C. Programmes
T WAS very glad to hearI the appeal issued from

2 L 0 for criticisms of their  pro-
grammes. It is to be hoped that the 100,000
post cards that were asked for will be
forthcoming.

A Chance for All.

THOSE
who have been bemoaning some

of the recent efforts that have reached
us through the ether will now have

a chance of helping by some constructive
criticism, instead of just holding up their
hands in horror. It is no use saying.ceitain
items are poor without suggesting some
better alternative, and listeners -in who have
a " grouse " should let 2 L 0 know what
they prefer. It is the only way we shall
improve our nightly concerts.

Summertime Wireless.

A SPECIAL feature on Summer Time
Wireless will be appearing in PoruLart
WIRELESS in a week or so's time.

Describing -the many ways of utilising the
warm weather which we now enjoy, this
series of articles gives details of construction
of two simple portable receivers.

* * *

Wireless Picnics.
THE erection of temporary aerials in the

open will prove an easy matter to those
who read this series, and amateurs who

construct their apparatus on the lines laid
down in the articles will be able to spend
many an enjoyable wireless picnic, or
evening on the river, with their sets.

Dr. Lee de Forest, the man who "put the grid in the valve,"
work on his wonderful new system of "talking pictures."

at

Ellen Terry Appeal.

THE appeal made by POPULAR WIRELESS
for the Ellen Terry Blind Home has
had wonderful support, and donations

are coming in from readers all over the
country. This does not mean that no more
are wanted, of course, for I want to make
this a very special effort, and look to all
our readers for support. Miss Terry has
promised an autographed photo of herself
to everyone who sends 10s. or more.

*

Send to "Ariel."
DON'T forget that all contributions

should be sent to " Ariel," C.o.
" The Servers of the Blind League,"

3, Upper Woburn Place, W.C.
ARIEL.

BROADCASTING TRANSMISSIONS.
Regular transmissions of news and concerts take place daily from the following stations.
Full details appear in the daily press.

London 2 L 0
Birmingham 5 I T
Manchester 2 Z Y
Newcastle 5 R 0
Glasgow 5 S C
Cardiff

369 metres
420
385
400
415

5 W A 353 PP

Other stations of interest to listeners -in in Great Britain are :-
Eiffel Tower.. F L 2,600 metres Throughout the day.
Radio-Electrique, Paris . , S F R 1,780 5.5 to 6 p.m.

8.45 to 10 p.m.
7.45 to 10 p.m.
(Tuesdays and Thursdays.)
4.30 to 7.30 p.m. Saturdays.
3 to 5.40 p.m.
(Sundays.)
8 40 to 9.40 p.m.
(Mondays and Thursdays.)

450

1;050
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AN INTERVIEW WITH SENATORE MARCONI.
This great wireless pioneer describes the result of his latest experiments and expresses his opinion on the subject of

wireless television.

SENATORE MARCONI is once more in
England after a two months' cruise in
his yacht, the " Elettra," in connection

with his investigations into the possibilities
of directional wireless. The great inventor
looked very bronzed and well when I saw
him the other day at Marconi House and
was very enthusiastic as to the results that
had been obtained during his tests.

I handed him copies of POPULAR WIRE-
LESS and " Wireless Review," and asked
what he thought of the latter.

" It's very well got up," he answered.
" Of course, as I've been away I hive not
seen it before, so cannot give
any opinion as to the articles
that have appeared, but it
strikes me as a very well
arranged paper."

Disadvantages of Television.
I then explainc4 that "Wire -

leas Review " was offering a
prize for an article showing
how wireless television was to
be accomplished, and asked the
great inventor what view he had
upon that branch of wireless.

I really don't know much
about it," he confessed. " You
see, I have been following up
another branch, that of filo
directional possibilities of wire-
less waves, and have had no time
to probe the mysteries of tele-
vision. As a matter of fact, I
do not think either television or
wireless television will be
accomplished in the near future,
though I have no hesitation in
saying that they will be dis-
covered at some time or other.
As regards the land line, I don't
feel too sure that television
would be an advantage,"
Senatore Marconi said, laughing.
" For I rather think that on the
majority of occasions on which
we use the telephone we would
rather not be seen. Especially must this be
true of the fair sex in the early mornings,
as far as I can judge from what I hear."

" But with regard to broadcasting ? " I
queried.

" Ah, in that case, wireless television would
undoubtedly have great possibilities, but I
think it will be some time before it reaches
such perfection that it can be applied to
the nightly operas and concerts. With
regard to the operas it would, of course, be a
great advance."

Discussing the more mercenary side of
the subject, Senatore Marconi said, " It
certainly holds great possibilities with
regard to the transmission of scenes and
photographs from one side of the world to
the other. Our daily papers would benefit
greatly by being able to obtain pictures of
happenings in America, for instance, red hot
on the same day as the events."

I then remarked upon the advent of
Dr. Lee de Forest's invention, the " Phono-

film," and suggested that this, too, would
have a very bright future.

" Yes," agreed Marconi, " I should say
that the commercial future of the Phono-
film ' is full a chances, but I must confess
that as I have not followed the subject, I
really know nothing about it, and cannot
give any definite opinion. You see," he
went on, " you do not have much'time for
branches of wireless other than those which
you are investigating for yourself."

I acknowledged the force of this remark,
and asked what success he had had on his
recent cruise.

thence to Capablanca. Tests were carried
out all the time, and results were obtained
up to 2,000 miles, using far less power than
is usually used to communicate from
London to Paris. I hope to go for another
cruise in July, or if I do not go, for it is very
tiring, the two gentlemen who assisted me,
C. S. Franklin and M. G. Mathieu, will
probably undertake the tests."

Higher Speed of Transmission.
" What outstanding features are embodied

in this new development ? " I asked the
Senatore.

Senatore Marconi and his wife examining the log book of one of the huge
American generating stations.

" We have been very successful," Senatore
Marconi said enthusiastically, " and results
have been obtained that constitute a great
step in wireless telegraphy."

upon my. request for details as to his
investigations, Marconi said he could not,
give any definite description of the
apparatus.

Further Tests.
" It is a question of patents," he ex-

plained ; " the tests were of a novel nature,
and at present I cannot -give full details of
the apparatus or methods used. Briefly,
I may say that owing to the tests carried
out during the last two months, it appears
to be possible to transmit over long distances
with only a fraction of the power that is
'usually necessary. As you know, I sailed in
my yacht, the Elettra ' about two months
ago, and we first of all went to the Cape
Verde Islands. Here a few tests were carried
out, and then we pushed on to Gibraltar and

" Well, roughly, we are
making use of wireless waves
of much smaller wave -lengths
than we did previously, and this
has enabled us to direct the
messages. The focusing of
the waves naturally saves a
great deal of power, because the
power that is usually wasted in
broadcasting the waves in all
directions can be brought to
bear on the one concentrated
beam, with the result that the
waves do not become attenuated
so soon. Another point -that we
discovered during these tests
was that these smaller waves
lend themselves to a far greater
rate of transmission than is
usually possible in telegraphy.
The waves can be transmitted
at three or four times the
normal speed, and it now rests
with the mechanical part of the
sending apparatus as to whether
these speeds can be used
commercially.

" Though the apparatus that
is used for the transmission of
these very short waves is of a
somewhat novel and special
character, it will not entail any
really great expense for stations
to be fitted for this new type of
telegraphy. The benefits, of

course, are fairly obvious. Transmission of -
messages will be more  speedy, and less
power-only a small fraction of that now
used-will be needed to cover the same
distance as previously. The effect of both
these advantages will be felt by the general
public in the reduction of tariffs that it
will be possible to make. Also as messages
will be sent faster_ and cheaper, the news
services of the press will also benefit.
Altogether, the new system should prove
beneficial in every way.

Wireless is a very fascinating subject,"
concluded Senatore Marconi, " for you never
know what new phase you are likely to hit
upon, and we have only begun to under-
stand its possibilities as yet."

As I left I glanced at the small museum
where the earliest attempts to harness
the ether are recalled by unwieldy con-
densers, and crude detectors, and I wondered
at the remarkable speed, with which this
latest science has developed.
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HOW MISS ALMA TAYLOR DISCOVERED "
WIRELESS.

hi an interview with a special representative of " Popular Wireless " this
her radio activities.

beautiful cinema -star recounts the story of

IT was at the famous Hepworth studios at
Walton -on -Thames that I was intro-
duced to Miss Taylor.

I was looking out of the window, ex-
pecting a majestic lady with a typical
cinema face to sweep dramatically into the
office. My surprise was, therefore, an ex-
tremely pleasant one when a most charm-
ing girl jumped off her bicycle and ap-
peared before me-almost before I had
time to collect my thoughts.

Miss Taylor has delighted too many
readers of POPULAR WiaaanEss to need
the compliments that are trying persistently
to run off my pen, so I will endeavour to
confine myself to reporting her views upon
wireless.

Miss Alma Taylor.

" I just love it," she said. " I have
only had my set about a month, and I
wouldn't be without it for anything. I
spend nearly every night from six until
twelve, and sometimes one o'clock in the
morning, listening -in."

 One o'clock in the- What kind of set
is it, Miss Taylor ? A crystal or val "

" A two -valve set," she replied proudly.
(And I thought there was a touch of in-
dignation in her voice at the mere sugges-
tion of a crystal set.) -

" Does it re -generate --does it ever upset
other people ? "

Headphones Preferred.

" No," she replied, laughing. " Not so
far-at least, nobody has complained about
it.' What worries me is that I wish I knew
more about it. .I know what inductance
means, but there is such a lOt to learn."

" What do you like listening -in to best ? "
" It is all so interesting. I like the Con-

ceits, and-well, everything. No, I've
not heard the SOS yet-that must be ex-
citing. But after everything else is shut
down, I like listening to the experimental
stations. I think I like that best of all.
There is a man a feW miles from here who
broadcasts, and about eleven or twelve

o'clock at night he begins experimenting,
and I find that most interesting. I have
tried to pick up the stations he talks to, but
have not succeeded as yet."

" Have you a loud speaker ? "
" No. They sound so much like a gramo-

phone. You only seem- to get the real
thing with the headphones. I slip those
on, and often I don't take them off until
one o'clock in the morning. And then
there are the time signals. It is all so
fascinating."

A Funny Experience.

" Do you have any difficulty in tuning-
can you pick up the different stations quite
easily ? '

" Oh, no, no difficulty at all. I am told
my receiver has a coarse adjustment, but it
is quite satisfactory. One thing I cannot
understand: the afternoon is the worst time
of all. There is sometimes a difficulty
then.

" I had rather a funny experience one
night a few weeks ago. Whilst I was lis-
tening -in, every now and then there was a
bang. It did not interfere much with re-
ception, but the next day someone told me
that there had been a thunderstorm a few
miles off. Had I known it at the time, I
should have had my headphones off pretty
quickly, I can assure you ! '

" Will you tell me, Miss Taylor, why you
went in for wireless, and how you set to
work about it ? "

" Well, to begin with I was interested and
thrilled when a friend of mine told me all
about his set. Of course, I wasn't clever
enough to make mine myself like lots of
people do. So I bought a two -valve set,
which cost £15, including two head -pieces
and wire for the aerial ; but I had to buy
the battery and two more head -pieces and
several little tools to work with before I
could get it started.

What the Garden Said.
You can imagine how I felt buying these,

because, of emirse, I know so little about it,
and thought they would see this and laugh at
me. They always laugh at girls if they try and
do anything except sewing, don't they ? How-
ever, I got through all right and hurried
home to begin the great adventure. It
didn't take as long to do as I thought it
would, and we had it working and got right
into the Marconi House children's stories.
Oh, dear, it was exciting ! So much so, in
fact, that since then (weeks ago) I have
spent all my time away from the studios on
it, and, oh, my poor garden ! It has been
left all by itself so much that this afternoon
it told me- straight out that it was time I
got over this wireless nonsense and helped
it to get itself straight. So I said I would,
but it is so wonderful and thrilling to hear
the Paris concerts: And then there are all
the people experimenting after 11 o'clock
at night. Really, I believe I like that part
best of all, and sometimes I get into bed
(having decided I must go to sleep at my

usual time before all this happens), and I
cannot resist it. I hop out and run down
to hear what's going on.

"A. T." Closing Down.
" There is another great joy about it for

me, and that is, my mother loves it so
much, especially when they are broad-
casting any of the theatres. Oh, and it's
really the most joyous thing to watch my
little kiddy friends' faces when they troop
in to listen -in at the children's stories ! One
day I really must take a picture of them,
with their little faces agog with interest
and wonder, and mouths wide open as if
to hear through that ! Such scowls when
I dare to say, ' Who's that-Uncle Arthur
speaking ? ' He is my favourite uncle, you
see.

" Now I think you must be tired of lis-
tening -in on this, so A. T. will be closing
down now

Just at that moment there was a crash,
and then the sound of three explosions. The
driver of a motor -car had apparently mis-
taken the hedge and railing bounding the
studio grounds for something else, and the
car had smashed right into them, breaking
off the front wheels and bursting three
tyres. Miss Taylor disappeared like a hare,
and we found her -shortly afterwards
specting the damage and reviewing the
situation with the eye of a connoisseur.

Really Genuine Interest.

Undoubtedly it would have formed an
excellent subject for the camera.

When next readers of PoruLeR WIRELESS
see this brilliant young cinema star on the
films, they may try topicture her with her
headphones on, and may feel a thrill of
pride that there is a " wireless " tie of sym-
pathy between them and this charming and
dainty little lady who delights so many
hundreds of thousands, and to whom our
gratitude is due as one of the leading artist -'s
who, by her superb acting and superior
talent, is helping to maintain the prestige of
British film productions. Those who have
witnessed " Comin' Through the Rye," and
other plays in which she has taken a leading
part, will speedily realise the truth of this
statement.

To Miss Taylor wireless is more than a
passing whim. She takes a very real and
genuine interest in it, and, I venture to
think, will soon know as much about the
technical details as any other amateur
reader of this paper-perhaps more.

Readers are invited to submit
the results of their experiments
in the form of short construe-
tional articles. If accepted
for publication they will be
paid for at our usual rates.
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THE AMATEUR AERIAL MAST.
A design that should prove useful to all desirous of obtaining the greatest efficiency in aerials.

THE motto of the amateur who owns an
outside aerial should be " Excelsior,"
but, judging by the amateur aerial

masts which one sees while going about, he
has not adopted it. So seldom do they
look properly designed for their duty that
when a good one is noticed it is imme-
diately remarked how well suited to its work
it appears to be. The writer has used for
years, with quite satisfactory results, 'ordi-
nary pine or deal wood, cut to a section of
two inches square, and up to thirty feet
in one length, or fifty feet or more in two
lengths; there is nothing to beat it if pro-
perly stayed. For the stays use light single
bronze wire of No. 20 S.W.G. at intervals
of 20 ft. up the pole and a good spread at
the ground level, and this will be ample.

Assume, for example, that you want a
pole 40 ft. high in your back garden. Pro-
cure two good pieces of 2 in. by 2 in., each
23 ft. to 25 ft. long, free from knots and
other doubtful places. Plane them up
square. The piece intended for the bottom
half of the pole can have just the sharp
corners planed off, but not more than that
should be done. Starting from the bottom of
the top half, take off the corners uniformly
all the way up the pole till, from being quite
square at the base, at the top the section is
octagonal-that is, all the eight sides thus
formed will be equal on the faces. This will
give a fine tapering effect when erected
without detracting from the strength of the
pole. The addition of a cap on top to pre-
vent the wet soaking in to the end grain is
desirable.

Firm Setting Essential.
The poles should first be planed up as

described and given three coats of good
lead paint, and then laid aside for a week
for the paint to harden. The " taber-
nacle " (Fig. 1) can then be made. If the
pole is to be set in the ground, four pieces
of hard wood-preferably oak-should be
prepared. Two pieces, forming the sides of
the tabernacle, are 6 ft. long, If in. thick,
and 3} in. wide; another piece of the
same length and thickness but only 2 in.
wide, and still another 2 in. by 2 in. and
3 ft. long. These should all be square at the

,

edges, and after nailing together in the form
of a trough the three 6 -ft. pieces, with the
2 in. wide piece forming the bottom of the
trough, and the 2 in. by 2 in. piece at orte

end of the trough, the whole given a
dressing -or two of creosote. This tabernacle
is set upright in the ground and well tramped
down, forming the socket of the pole when
erected. If it is possible to set it in con-
crete so much the better. It should be
remembered that the main stresses on such
a stayed pole are vertically downwards
upon the base, and though a firm setting
for the tabernacle into which the pole sits is
desirable, it is not necessary to overdo this
matter.

Question of Anchorage.
The anchorage of the stays is more im-

portant. If you are anchoring on to a
wall or a fence, see to it that the pull of the
stay does not act so as to pull directly on
the nail as though to pull it out. It can
generally be arranged to carry the wire over
a corner which will ease the stress on the
nail (Fig. 2). A block of wood or stone
buried in the ground makes a good anchor,
although a good stout oaken peg driven
athwart the strain is by no means to be
despised as a stay anchorage (Fig. 2e). The

tabernacle should be fitted and tried on to
the base of the pole before either is set
up, and worked round to see whether the
pivot bolt at the base would cause it to jam.
The I in. pivot bolt, 5 in. or 6 in. long
through the sides of the tabernacle and
through the side of the base of the pole at
about an inch from
the end, will form a
hinge or pivot upon
which the pole can be
swung up into the
vertical. The base
of the pole should be
rounded off to allow
of this being done
(Figs. 1 and 3).

The side stays can
be made off while the
pole is lying on the
ground, with the base
of the pole in posi-
tion, taking care that
the anchorages are at
right angles to the
pole on either side so
that the angle which
the stays make with
the pole is not alteyed
in putting the pole up.
Then with one person

lifting the pole off the ground into the air
with a long clothes -prop, and another pulling
on the back stay as soon as it is well off the
ground, the mast can be easily erected. As
soon as the pole is nearing the vertical, the
man who had the prop should discard it for

FIG 3
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his hold on a stay in the same direction to
prevent the pole going over too far. A
metal strap (Fig. I) will retain the pole in
the tabernacle.

If a convenient tree is available, the pole
made as described may be lashed to it, and
the making and setting of the tabernacle
avoided ; but it rarely happens that the
tree is so upright that the pole can be
lashed direct on to a limb without some
form of packing to secure the uprightness
of the pole. Remember to keep the butt of
the pole clear of the ground, else the wet will
creep up and soon rot the pole.

Bolting Sections Together.
If, as we have indicated before, the pole

is made in two sections, they should be
bolted together with an overlap of at least
3 ft., with the holes for two in. cup -head
bolts drilled 2 ft. apart, and the ends of the
two poles bound round with copper wire to
prevent splitting before tightening up the
nuts (Fig. 4).

The efficient receiving station assembled by Mr. J. E. Major. of Swinton.
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NOTE CONCERNING THE SPECIFICATION
OF TRANSFORMER AND OTHER COIL

WINDINGS.
BY SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.

In this article our Scientific Adviser shows how inadequate a descrip-
tion of a coil can be if only its resistance is given.

IT appears to be customary for instrument
makers to specify their transformer and
other windings by inscribing on them

the resistance. That is probably because the
resistance is so easily ascertained and
verified. But it is not a good mode of speci-
fieation, and may lead to misunderstanding.
What we want to know about a transformer
is the number of turns of wire in both Primary
and secondary, so as to give the transformer
ratio, and so as to enable us to calculate the
self-induction of each coil, and the mutual
induction between them. These, of course,
can be ascertained by experiment, even
when the transformer contains iron. But
some estimate could be made of them
if the number of turns and the other dimen-
sions were known. Resistance gives no infor-
mation at all.

Resistance an Unwanted Factor.
The same is true of telephones and gal-

vanometers. These windings too are usually
specified by resistance. And there must be a
temptation to wind them with badly con-
ducting wire, or even some material not
copper, in order to get the high resistance
more easily. It ought therefore to be widely
known that high resistance is no advantage
at all. So far as it goes, it is a defect. Re-
sistance is unavoidable in a coil wound with
a great length of fine wire. But nobody wants
resistance for its own sake. Resistance is
only of value when heat is desired, as in a
heating coil or a lamp filament. For all
ordinary instruments the less the resistance
the better. High, resistance should only
mean that a great number of windings have
been crowded into a compact space, and the
tacit assumption is that the highest con-
ductivity wire has been used. If not, then a
specification in terms of resistance is mis-
leading. Number of turns of wire ought to
be recorded on an instrument, because that
cannot subsequently be ascertained. Any-
one can ascertain the resistance, if they want
it, without trouble, by means of a Wheatstone
bridge. Either the diameter of the wire, or
the total length of wire used, should also be
recorded. Either of these quantities in-
volves the other, if the number of turns and
the mean radius of the coil is known.

Regarding Insulation.
Resistance is only an easy short -hand

method of specification, to discriminate one
coil from another, if they have all been made
in the best possible way ; but without this
guarantee the specification of an instru-
ment's " resistance " may be misleading,
and might lead a workman to imagine that
high resistance was a desideratum to be ob-
tained in any manner he chose, instead of an
unavoidable condition inseparable from the
other data and the properties of material.

I believe that wire as thin as No. 45 gauge
can be coated with enamel as an initial insula-
tor. If so, such wire or something rather less
fragile ought to be very serviceable. And

whether that wire should be wound com-
pactly, or how far the turns should be
separated from each other-either by air
or by other harmless material-is a question
of compromise which can be best ascertained
by practical experience. If the shortest
length of wire is employed, by winding it in
the shape to give maximum self-induction, T
doubt if it is necessary to separate the turns
much ; though, of course, some insulation
beyond the enamel is required. For although
compact .winding will give more capacity,
as well as more self-induction, the reduction
in the length of wire, due to the adoption of
the best shape, will give a diminution of
capacity-probably as much diminution as
separation of the turns would give, since this
would necessarily invelve the employment
of a greater length of wire.

MIDLAND NOTES.

ARECEIVING set for the use of the
inmates of the Highbury Hospital, a
Moseley (Birmingham) institution for

wounded ex -service men, has been presented
by the General Electric Company. The
presentation on behalf of the G.E.C. was
made by Mr. Thomas, of the Alexandra
Musical Society, and in acknowledging the
gift the hospital principal said it was the
best the hospital had received. The evening
concluded with a wireless concert from
5I T.

THE Station Director at 5 I T has re-
ceived from a Mr. Henry New, of
1419 East Hewson Street, Philadel-

phia, U.S.A., a letter in which he describes
, how he picked up an orchestral trio at 7 a.m.

on April 12. " I did not get the call Signs, as
I had to go to work," he wrote, " but
obtaining a London Times' for that date.
he found that it was Birmingham." 5 I T
verifies his statement, and thus it has been
established that an American listener -in,
using, so he explains, only two tubes
(valves) of his set, which is a three -tube
honeycomb coil set, has heard Birmingham
over a distance of roughly 3,000 miles.

* *

WHEN the Chief Constable's Association
recently held their annual conference
at Birmingham they were entertained

by a wireless concert from the Birmingham -

Broadcasting Station. The concert room
was situated in the Victoria Law Courts in
the heart of the city, and here a well-known
Birmingham wireless firm-Messrs. Cooke
and Whitfield Wireless, Ltd.-had installed
a loud speaker working off a three -valve
H.F. detector, with a two -valve amplifier, a
frame aerial being used, all the apparatus
having been manufactured by the Western
Electric Company, Ltd. The reception was
fully successful, and the audience was
thoroughly appreciative.

*

DR. RATCLIFFE (20 X), president of
the Birmingham Experimental Wire-
less Association, and one of the best

known Midland wireless men, recently
carried out some interesting experiments in
conjunction with one or two other Birming-
ham amateur transmitters. During an
amateur transmission by 2 K 0 he placed a
recording dictaphone against his loud
speaker, and when he changed over to speak
he mystified other listeners:in by re-
transmitting the -gramophone record as well .

as theeonversation that 2 K 0 had just sent
out. In this direction of " bottled radio," as
the doctor calls it, he suggests there are
great possibilities.

* *

ANY city provides, these days of radio
enthusiasm, many interesting exam=
pies of ingenuity on the. part of

amateurs. Some of the aerials which meet
the eye are weird and wonderful. Others
are strictly standard and orthodox. It is
hard, however, to select the category under
which the effort of a certain Birmingham
amateur comes who has found support for
the free end of his aerial by tying it to a
G.P.O. telephone post. Only a Post Office
Lines Inspector would be capable of '
expression.

Two of the 200 kw. H.F. alternators employed in the "Radio Central" station of America.
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4 -Valve Broadcast Set.
Minimumeffectiverange for
telephony, 300-500 miles.
Price (without valves and
accessories, but including
all royal pp-

ties) : 10 :

The
famous
"Super -
Tone"
Loud

Speaker
--distor-
tionless
Perfect
in arti-
ulation
and

volume
80/ -.

2 -Valve Broadcast
Set. Minimum
effective range for
telephony, 15o miles
(broadcast wave-
lengths). Price-as
above
£13 : 14 : 0

(#(; 2,000 ohms

4,000 ohms t,

- 711,

tC ( ID

4

3 -Valve Broadcast Set.
Minimum effective range
for telephony,- 2 50 - 3 o o
miles. Price (without
v al v es and accessories,
but including all
royalties)

iheWorldsVoic es
"neath your Rooftree

See your next
'phones are
Ericsson's

British.

THE whispering of the worlds are yours on an Ericsson Valve
Receiver-the song and melody of Britain, the ship -chatter
of the four seas, Moscow's vapourings, the world -famed Eiffel

Tower time signals-and if you are made of such stern stuff as to
wait till 5 a.m.-America!
For reception -range, clarity and ignal-strength, Ericsson Valve Receivers
are unrivalled. Their efficiency lies in the incorporation of the utmost reactance
allowed by the P.M.G. In Scotland 2 L 0 has been received on an Ericsson
2 -valve set, 'phones on table.

For extreme selectivity we  use loosely coupled circuits-the only selective
circuits. Thus listeners -in can tune out powerful local broadcast for distant
programme reception. These sets can be had from S..13 : 14 : 0.

TVrite for fuller information and lists con-
taining particulars of crystal sets and 'phones.

THE BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON MFG. CO. LTD.,
International Buildings, 67,73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

SELLING AGENTS:
MANCHESTER: SCOTLAND:
105/007, Corporation St. 57, Robertson
NOTTINGHAM: Glasgow,
W. J. Furse & Co.,
Traffic Street.
BIRMINGHAM:
04/25, Snow Hill.

Street,

N.E. ENGLAND:
Milburn House, New-
castle -on -Tyne.

For
perfect
recep-

tion up
to 30
miles

the
Ericsson
Crystal

Set
excels

65 t 7 t 6
Complete.

VALVE
RECEIVERS
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EVENTUALLY you'll outgrow your present
Set. You will want a Set which can expand

as your knowledge of wireless increases-a Set
which will enable you to start right away with-
out even the initial cost of Valves and Batteries.
The only one which will enable you to do this is
the Peto-Scott Standardised Unit Receiver.
Here you can commence with a Super -Crystal
Receiver to which you can add almost unlimited
stages of either High Frequency or Low
Frequency amplification at most moderate cost.
Send 6d. for a copy of " Radio," a 24 -page
illustrated Booklet describing the whole system.

Era nth
PETO-SCOTT Co.,Ltd., %Wallington St., Strand ,W.C.2. 4).

64, High Holborn, W.C.1.1)"'"fr"lk"'89 High Holborn,

Price List of Units
for home construction.

No. x. Tuner Unit 276
No. 2. Condenser Unit 42 -
No. 3. H.F. Amp.Unit 18:6
No. 4. Detector Unit 17/6
No. 5. L.F. Amp: Unit 38:6
No. G. CrvstalDetector

Unit .. 15.6
No. 7. " Reactode "

Unit .. .. 28 6
Cabinetsfor 1,3,4,5,63E7 3 6

for No. 2 .. 7
Postage qd. per Unit extra,

but paid over £2.

IL 11....an.MunallbaYiAllnalLAILAWINLAnalli.111J.11611.111..111a1WI.M.Y.Ahallrilludiul

.....------
HULLO ! ! ! C.Q. WILL DAY CALLING
attention to some new lines which cannot
fail to be of interest to all :-
A NEW AMERICAN INTERVALVS '

TRANSFORMER. Perfect in its action
and giving wonderful results , , _. , _; . 22/6 each

A NEW CRYSTAL CUP instantlydetachable I/3
VARIABLE GRID LEAK, 1-5 Megohms and - -

detachable Condenser .. .. .. : . T/6
RESISTANCES,Wire Wound, icto,000 ohrhs  9/- ,
RESISTANCES, Wire Wound, 5o,000 ohms 6 -

HAVING PURCHASED THE WHOLE OF A MANU-
FACTURER'S STOCK OF GUARANTEED 7,22 HARD
DRAWN AERIAL WIRE IN 100 FT. HANKS, WE ARE
ABLE TO OFFER THIS AT THE LOW PRICE OF
2,2 PER HANK OR 1 /1 1 FOR 50 HANKS AND UP.

Sheet Ebonite,Grade A, cut to any size.
Every requisite in Stock for Wireless. TRADE SUPPLIED.
These are only a few of our bargains. Do not fail to send

for our Price List giving the lowest prices for the best
quality goods. Postage on all goods extra.

Write for our new Catalogue, now ready.

Do not fail to try the NEW "DAYZITE," Regd.
The super marvel Crystal with Silver Detector Point at
2;6 each, or mounted in Brass cup, 2,10, Postage 3d. extra.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LisleSt.,LeicesterSq.,London,W.C.2
'Phone : Regent 4577. Telegrams : Titles, Westrand, London.

_

al

On Sale every

`` WIRELESS REVIEW
AND

Price 3d.Tuesday

EVERY reader of " Popular Wireless " should ob-
tain a copy of our brilliant companion paper.

" WIRELESS REVIEW AND SCIENCE
WEEKLY." Besides containing the best and
latest wireless articles, each issue has many in-
teresting popular scientific features.

Many of the world's greatest scientists contribute
articles to " WIRELESS REVIEW AND
SCIENCE WEEKLY "-articles which are never
" highbrow but always understandable by the
layman. Indeed, no real amateur should miss

buying a copy of

" WIRELESS REVIEW
AND SCIENCE WEEKLY"

Price 3d.
11111111111611116111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111M11111111111111111111111e

Out every Tuesday
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H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES AT BIRMINGHAM.
A special report of a " red-letter " day in the Midlands from our Birmingham Correspondent.

WIRELESS in the service of Royalty
has long been suggested- as a real
means of rapprochement between

the King and his people. Its usefulness
has already been many times demonstrated
by the Prince of Wales and his Royal
brother, and a signal honour in the history
of wireless was secured for the Birmingham
broadcasting station when 5 I T broadcast
the Prince's Birmingham speech.

It was a true red-letter day, as much in
the history Of radio -telephony in the
Midlands as it was a red-letter day in the
history of Birmingham civic affairs. Wire-
less was pressed into service for the ad-
vantage of the people more than it had
ever been before.

The Prince of Wales received and replied
to an address of welcome in ,the actual
presence, in the Birmingham Town Hall,
of an audience of 2,400, largely composed of
the elite of the Midland metropolis. But
because on the table before him there
stood a little microphone, con-
nected up with - the broadcast
station at Witton, three and a
half miles distant, because the
wireless shops of the city, almost
without exception, turned their
loud speakers towards the ears
of the crowds in the street,
because every listener -in who
was not viewing the life in the
city thoroughfares was listening -
in at home, the Prince's voice
was heard in all the principal
places in many Midland cities
and villages, and even in home-
steads deep in the countryside.

Thus wireless in the Midlands
has received a great impetus,
and its popularity has been more
than ever enhanced.

It was only three days before
theevent that it was known that
the speech would be broadcast.
The time was not great enough
for many new wireless sets to be
installed. The telephone land -
lines were connected up with the
Town Hall and the microphone
and microphone circuit installed the previous
day ; and after the ordinary wireless concert
had ceased, then the Town Hall apparatus
was tested,

Preparations.
Listeners -in of that date will remember

the impromptu concert that ensued,
without either chapter or verse. First
there were a few scrappy items of incon-
gruity, and then the ballad of the immortal
Mary who had a little lamb was reeked,
while a former Shakespearean student with
a poor memory recalled what the noble
Antony said about the equally noble
Caesar. That the test was satisfactory
was demonstrated the next day.  when,
precisely at  10.5, the microphone circuit
was opened, and one heard the Birmingham
Town Hall, one heard the voice of Birming-
ham, a voice that was full of a great greeting
of loyalty to the Royal visitor.

Far- away from the, city, listened to the

voice of Birmingham, and I was as truly
present at this tremendous welcome to
the Prince of Wales as any other person,
even though he sat in that great gallery
or the east and west galleries in the Town
Hall, which happened to be so crowded.

From my window I could see mile upon
mile of undulating country, and in the
distance the Malvern Hills. But at 10.5
that morning the country vista was for-
gotten. First there came the familiar
warning from 5 I T, and then the Town
Hall circuit was switched in, and in a
sudden buzz of sound could be heard the
drone and throb of the great organ.

Sounds of Cheering.
The announcer intimated that the Prince

was crossing the great square from the
Council House, and, knowing it well, I
was able to imagine the scene of brilliance ;
I was able, though the announcer did not
describe it, to picture the procession of

was distinct ; each word was as audible
as though I had been sitting either in the
body of the Town Hall or in one of the
galleries.

There were the punctuations of applause,
and then the calm, clear voice went on
again. I missed nothing. The newspapers
proved that to me, for as I listened -in so I
took a shorthand note on the pad beside
me, and my transcript varied not one word
from the full reports of the speech which
the earliest paper, reaching me some six
hours later, contained.

But I heard more than just the Prince's
speech. With a copy of the programme, I
should have been able to have drawn a
word -picture of the event in that great
hall. Without one, I did not know a great
deal less.

I heard the Lord Mayor request per-
mission from the Prince to present various
citizens. As name after name came through
the receiver, so I was able to recall many

of the Birmingham public figures
whom I had seen and heard so
often before. That the Prince
had moved was obvious from
his inaudibleness. He had left
the vicinity of the microphone,
and so one of the difficulties
of out -of -the -studio broadcast
work had been experienced.

But still there was much to
hear. There was the murmur of
the multitude in the streets with-
out, recurrent shouts, sharper,
shriller sounds-it may have
been the noise of horns-and
ever and anon bursts of singing.
Then this was drowned in the
cheers of the audience. " Three
cheers for his Royal Highness !"
someone deinanded.

The function had ended.
There was that indeterminate
buzz as of, an audience moving
and the rise and fall of the organ
notes.

There was a sudden silence.
The station closed down. The
Prince had spoken to the'

Midlands. and we had heard.

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales and the broadcasting microphone.

Royal guest and civic dignitaries, led by
the city's mace -bearer.

The fainter cheering without grew into
the heavier hurrahing that indicated that
the Prince had entered the historic building,
and as it died away there was a quick
silence across which_ sounded the sharp
utterance of the Lord Mayor, whose voice
was easily recognisable.

Then there came the" address of welcome
-pompous, as all such addresses are-and
to this there succeeded the Royal speech.
It was the first time I had heard the Prince
of Wales speak, but my impressions, I find,
agreed with those of many others who
heard him.

For broadcasting, his voice must be
particularly suitable, if the Birmingham
broadcast is the occasion for judging.
Using the headphones, it sounded
strikingly melodious, While for charm of
accent, purity of diction, ease of stressing,
it cannot be easily equalled. Each word

All too Short.
As my ee caught the view of the country,

again, I thought how for thelistener-in
that great day in Birmingham could have
been prolonged. Perhaps it will come soon.
Not only will the announcer describe
the scene in. a great city hall, not only will,
thosk.) speeches be heard, but wireless will.
gather -its story of all that happens in the
city streets, announcers will describe the
events as they fill the flitting minutes,
and we who are afar will yet be present
through the ever -magic ear and voice of
radio.

NEXT WEEK
An article of particular interest tu
Cardiff listeners -in will appear in

POPULAR WIRELESS.
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APPLIED ELECTRICITY.
By Z. A. GATEnousz, A.M.LC.E., A.M.LE.E:

A resume of an interesting broadcast lecture dealing with a subject which
should be of extreme interest to all amateurs.

AM going to talk, not on the subject of
electricity as applied to broadcasting,
about which many of you know a great

deal more than I, but upon the many uses to
which electricity has keen put in everyday
life. To do this I must unfortunately take
you abroad, for, though many uses of
electricity have been commenced in this
country, other countries are ahead of us.
Firstly, let me deal with the subject of high
pressure voltages. Those of you who have
the advantage to possess a valve set, know
that you need two batteries, one of 4 to 6
volts, the other of anything from 50 to 100
volts. The latter being commonly known
as the " high tension " battery.

Now in speaking of high-tension voltages,
we generally mean an enormously higher
pressure than this. In power transmissions
the tremendous voltages are employed of
6,000, 11,000, 20,000, or even 33,000 volts.
In Japan a voltage of 150,000 has been used,
and in America one of 220,000, or nearly
a quarter of a million volts. You must not
assume, however, that we are very far
behind the times, for in Canada enormous
power has been transmitted over a distance
of several hundreds of miles, equal to a land -
line from London to Aberdeen.

In America experiments have been
carried out employing transformers in which
enormous voltages of one million, or even up
to one and a half million volts* have been
attained, and from which a spark fourteen
feet long has been projected. Those who have
a valve set have noticed the little spark
that is made sometinies when connecting
the high-tension battery, and from this you
may be able to form some idea of the spark
that would span fourteen feet (across a
fairly large room). It is unlikely, however,
that any practical use can be made of such
voltages at present. The problem of insul-
ation presents a difficUlty of enormous
proportions.

Farming by Electricity.

A great deal of attention has been drawn
to the power stations at Niagara. The water
power from these famous falls provide one
million horse power, while the other stations
still in the course of construction will, it is
estimated, supply another half -mil ion horse
power. Those now in existence supply 275
separate municipalities. The water power
sources of Canada are not nearly utilised to
the full. Those stations which have been
constructed supply a total of about three
million li.p., and only the fringe of the
resources has been touched. It is estimated
that another thirty-five million h.p. is
available.

*Since Mr. Gatehouse delivered the above
lecture, news has come to hand with regard
to the successful production by the G.E.C. of
America, of an electrical pressure of no less
than TWO MILLION volts. This, however, can
hardly be included in the category of
" applied " electricity, for, as Mr. Gatehouse
says when mentioning pressures of such a
nature, " it is unlikely that any practical use
can be made of such voltages at present"-
EDITOR.

With regard to electrical ships. In
America there are several merchant vessels
equipped with generators, while in this
country there is only one, though there are
more on order. America has twenty electrical
ships in construction, or ready for service.
The power available for these ship stations
is 150 thousand volts, or equal to twice the
amount required to run the whole of the
underground railways of London.

Electricity has also been applied to farm-
ing. Agriculture by electrical means has,
had little trial here owing chiefly to the fact
that power lines have not been laid very
far into the country districts. In Germany
and France, however, it has found more
favour. There are 600,000 machines in,
America by means of which sowing, reaping,
binding, etc., are carried out by electricity:
There are 9,000 farms in America where.
electrical machines are in use for milking
cows. Haymaking has been done by
electricity, and crops have been made to
grow by electrical discharges.

In Medicine.

Electrically operated incubators have
been constructed which deal with 10,000 eggs
at once. It is, of course, heated by electricity,
and is opened once a week to insert fresh eggs
and to take out the live chicks. In the

Winding transformers in
a large wireless factory.
The top photograph
shows the testing table,
where with a frame
aerial and a standard
receiver they are tested
for efficiency in trans-

formation.
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Spalding district of England the bulb -
growers have adopted the use of very
powerful electric lights, by means of which
blooms have been obtained well in advance
of their natural time. In the, medical world
electriCity has been found useful in many
ways. Chiefly for the treatment -of ulcers
and similar growths.

In this treatment; a solution is made con-
taining electrical ions, small particles of
atoms that may be considered as small
electrical charges. In ulcers and kindred
growths, the bacteria lies beneath the surface
of, the skin, and simply painting the part
with the ion solution will not affect them.
If, however, an electrical current is passed
through the body, it takes with it the
ions, and thus enables them to exert their
beneficial qualities. Deathermy also utilises
electricity for the elimination of internal
growths. By means of the currents the
temperature of the growth is raised until it
coagulates, and a healthy growth substitutes
itself. .

Electrical Domestic Arrangements.

If any ladies have endured me so far,
perhaps the next point will, interest them.
The materials of which curtains, chair -
covers, ete., are" made, often fade in the
sunlight, and it is the aspiration of every dye
manufacturer to produce a fadeless dye.
When you consider that it generally takes
about a year for a dye to show signs of
fading, it will be seen that it is a very long
time before a manufacturer can tell whether
he has proAuced a fadeless dye or not.
The use of lamps which possess the fading
properties of sunlight make the fading test
for dyes much more rapid. Some shops haye
installed daylight lamps by means. of which

patterns can be matched
by night as well as by day.

In America nearly every -
house has an electrical
clothes washing machine,
and manufacturers estimate
that they have sold over
two million.

Cooking by electricity
also forms 'a feature of
everyday life out there.
You will find that instead
of two separate water -taps,
one for hot water and
the other for cold, there
is a single tap with an
attachment by regulating
which, water of any desired
temperature up to boiling
point may be obtained.
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Why one Station only ? Bring all British Broadcasting
Stations within

THE MARCONIPHONE V2

range by getting a Marconiphone V 2
No part of the Kingdom is beyond your reach.

Sold at a popular price, the MARCONI-
PHONE V2 brilliantly upholds the high
traditions associated with the name
"Marconi." It gives results that are always
perfect-and sometimes amazing.

The

Vhe Triumph of (he ,4Caster c5b2ind

Your local dealer can
supply you. In case
of difficulty apply to:-

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, LIMITED
Marconiphone Department, Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C. 2

SPECIFICATION.
Set comprises solid best
ebonite drilled detector panel,
wound induction coil, tuning
slider, screw clamp crystal
cup, best quality crystal.
universally jointed detector.
giving accurate and easy ad-
justment, terminals, screws,
and all parts for assembling
by our patent method.

The 66 BROWNIE
WIRELESS"
CRYSTAL RECEIVER.

7/6 COMPLETE. BY 4r6ST
Contains every part necessary for simple erection. A Scientific Aril:to-pine:it.

Cuaranteed equal to sets costing rna4ty times the price.
Full and complete instructions encloffed with each outfit.
London make. Money returned if not as advertised.

Read what "POPULAR WIRELESS," June 23, says:" This little set, which retails at 7s. 6d., is worthevery penny of that sum. I connected it to quitean ordinary aerial 12 miles away from 2 L 0, andthe reception was excellent-quite as good as thatobtainable with another and much more expen-sive receiver."
Send postcard for folder "The Brownie Wireless and all about it."

The J.W.B. WIRELESS COMPANY,
19, GARRICK STREET, LONDON, W.0.2.

( 'When ?reit ina Mention 11 ,refes (First Floor.)

GRIFFIN WIRELESS SUPPLIES Co.
80, isfewirsgtort Causeway,

Hop 1806. LONDON, S.E. 1.
S.T. 100 CIRCUIT.

The above can be seen, heard and explained in our showrooms.
All Components for this circuit in Stock.

L.F. Panels inc. Cabinet, Transformer, Fil. Resist.,
Valve Holder, Terminals, mounted on Eb. Panel,
30/. Special. Telefunken Valves, 12/6. Potentio-
meters, 300 ohms, 4/-. Voltmeters, o-6, 4/6.
Carborund um Detectors, very neat, 3/6. Single
Earphones, Ex -Government, new, 4/6.
WATCH OUR WEEKLY SNIPS.

No Junk --All Quality Goods --No Rubbish.
Li -peel .4 duke Free. 1,1,1 Free.

INTERVALVE
(Patent

Low -Frequency.
minimum

iv_ a,
- . Do you obtain good Reception?

J

y01.1 will gain the utmost satisfaction and enjoyment from
your radio set if you include in your instrument

"IGRANIC "
WIRELESS COMPONENTS

Built scientifically, embodying all the best quality materials
- -i-ir....4 and careful workmanship.-

TRANSFORMERS Write for Leaflet Z72.
applied for) These

vernierCorrectly designed for
distributed capacity and low 7-g7.11)10 \--'\___22.

Type
Both

l' -c_..,-__
FILAMENT

Rheostats
Type

for Amplifying
types

,..-

RHEOSTATS

(Patent applied for)

are supplied in
for Detector Circuits-Plain

Circuits.
designed for individual

two types.

valvecort losses.
control.Coil wound by patent cotton interweave (RANIC? {Forks :process. Maximum amplification without \.,_,

IGELECTRIC
co..tftd' PRICE With Vernier,distortion. 147, Queen Victoria, Elstow Road, - 7:-

PRICE - - 222 Street :. LONDON. °E* .1"...J1W/ BEDFORD. Without Vernier. 4/0
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VICTOR BEST COMPANY

VERY BEST COMPONENTS
IF you want WIRELESS PARTS and cannot get them

at a reasonable price, you have in the past, as a matter
of course, sent to LONDON. With all due respect to
London we think you will agree that we offer below prices
which London has never dreamt of. The reason for this

is that London BUYS from the North.
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22s, Hard -drawn Bare Copper.... per 100 ft. 2/6
AERIAL WIRE, 7/22s, Hard -drawn Enamelled per 100 ft. 319
AERIAL INSULATORS, Reel, each 2d. 2 for 31d.; Strainer, ea. 3P.1.
AERIAL INSULATORS, Egg, each 21(1., 2 for 48d.; Shell 61d.
AERIAL PULLEYS, 22 in. Galvanised
BATTERIES, Flash Lamp, 4 -Volt (Make your own H. T.). each

h

Pd.; per dozen 4/6
CONDNSER VANES, Fixed or Moving per dozen 6d.
CONDENSER SPACERS, Accurate. Small, per dozen, 3d.; Large.

Per dozen 4d.
CONDENSER SCALES, IVORINE. Engraved, not Printed each Pd.
CONDENSER DIALS, EBONITE. Engraved, beautiful finish each 1/3
CONDENSER SPINDLES, Square Section, Screwed 2 B.A., Vernier

to .0005. each 4d.; .00075 and .001 deachCONDENSER

ADJUSTABLE PIVOTS each
CONDENSER TOP BUSH, with flange
CONDENSER TOPS & BOTTOMS, drilled for standard fittings...ea. 10d.
CONDENSER, Fluted Knob & Dial combined, beautiful finish ea. 2/ -
CRYSTAL CUPS, Fixing Screws, beautifully finished
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, Mounted On Ebonite. Adjustable in every

h

way .each 2/ -
CONTACT STUDS, 1 in. a tin., with Nut and Washer...per doz. 6d.
CONTACT STOPS, 1 in. x tin., with Nut and Waeber...per doz. 9t1.
CORE WIRE, Soft Iron per 1 lb. 6d.
COIL MOUNTING PLUGS, Universal Fitting each- 1/3
DUCONS. While they last each 7/6
EBONITE. Don't buy loaded Ebonite. Get maximum area for

minimum weight (cut to size) per lb. 3/6
Manufacturer's scrap pieces, in 1 lb. parcele........ per lb. 2/6

EARTH CLIPS. Fit on water pipe. Adjustable to any else...each 4c1.
FOIL COPPER, per sheet, 4d. FOIL TIN, per sheet.... ....... ..... ... .. . 3d.
FILAMENT RESISTANCES. A real piece of apparatus each 2/6
FILAMENT RESISTANCE, ebonite dials, engraved each 10d.
FILAMENT RESISTANCE, circular engraved scale each 9d.
FORMERS, PIRTOID, for Honeycomb Colts each 3d.
INDUCTANCE TUBES, specially impregnated. 12 ins. long, 2 in.

to 4.in. diam., 4d. each; 4i -in. diam., 5d. each; 5 in. to
6 in. diam. each 7d,

INDUCTANCE SLIDERS, with spring and plunger each 41d.
INDUCTANCE SLIDER ROD, 13 in., drilled each

4d'INSULATORS LEAD-IN, sturdy ebonite, terminals each end.6 in., 10d. each; 12 in each 1 /1
IVORINE TABLETS. Black on white, or white on blaCk En-

graved. A nice job. AERIAL, EARTH, 'PIIONES, etc each 2d.
INSULATING SLEEVING Per yard 5d.
INSTRUMENT WIRES. A huge stock of specially purchased wire

for price list.
In all coverings. Perfect. At bargain prices. Send lid. stamp

INSULATING SILK SHEET per sq. ft. 1/ -
KNOBS, EBONITE. Blind bushed, 2 B.A. One quality only-

THE BEST each 411.
MICA. Pure ruby. Pieces 25 in. a 21 in. ........... ................. _each ld.
NUTS. Brass, Hexagon, 2, 3, & 4 M.A., Per dos., 3d.; 5 k

6 B.A. per dozen 21d.
RESISTANCE WIRE for filament resistances...__..._._..... -per yard Id.
ROUND LOCKING NUTS, 2 B.A., brass each 2d.
SCREWED .BRASS ROD, 12 -in. lengths, 2 B.A., each 31c1.;

4 B.A. each 3d.
SHELLAC, Flake Per packet 6d.
SWITCH ARMS. 4 -LEAF. Splendid knob; hefty bush. Beautifullypolished; with nuts and spring washer each 1 /6
TERMINALS-not tintacks. STANDARD Patters, according to

.size, per doz., 116, 2/-, 2/6. TELEPHONE, per dos., 2/6;
TELEPHONE, wood screw per dozen 2/6

WASHERS, BRASS, 2 to 6 B.A per dozen lid.
WASHERS, COPPER SPRING, each 1d.

Per d°,e,,,,azcehri II:VALVE SOCKETS, with nut and washer
VALVE PINS, with nut and washer
VALVE HOLDERS, with 8 nuts and 4 washers each 10d.

ON the strength of the shove prices you have doubtless
already decided to send us your order. But perhaps you

want some scientific components also. Then take our advice-
Buythe Best, don't be "Penny wise, pound foolish."

WE SUPPLY SCIENTIFIC COMPONENTS.
CRYSTALS (J. L. Cartwright & Co.'s), Carborundurn. Copper

Pyrites. Galena, Bornite, Iron Pyrites, Silicon, Manganese,
per box, 6d. Best Hertsite or Zincite, per box, 1/-. WOOD'S
METAL 6d.

FIXED CONDENSERS (J. L. Cartwright & Co.'s) each 2 -GRID LEAKS (J. L. Cartwright & Co.'s), 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 meg. 2/ -
HEADPHONES, Western Electric, 4,000 ohms per set 32/

-Western Electric (while they last), 8,000 ohms per set 32/--Special French, very sensitive per set 15!.
LOUD SPEAKERS, Western Electric, 4,000 ohms each 50/.
TRANSFORMERS, High -frequency plug-in type (I. L. Cartwright

'& Co.'s) double groove. No. 1 350, 6/6; No. 2, 550, 7-;No. 3, 930, 7/6; No. 4, 1,400, 8/-; No. 5, 2,000, 8/6;No. 6, 3,500, 9/-; No. 7, 10,000, 10/6.
TRANSFORMERS. Low -frequency (j. L. Cartwright & Co.'e)...ea. 21/--Telephone (J. L. Cartwright & Co.'s), while they last each 12/ -VALVES. Ediswan A.R. Type, each 15/-; Marconi Osrain,R

17/6Type each
VALVES, DUTCH 9/6

CASH WITH ORDER. Money back if not entirely
satisfied. Please remit ample Postage, any balance returned.

HUGE
STOCKS

)
The Component King,

Dept. P, 24, LONDON ROAD,
NEANCME S T Ft

(Opposite London Road Station).
Telephone No.: City 9242.

VICTOR BEST Co
ADVICE
FREE

FREE HEADPHONE PADS
UNIQUE OFFER

You have probably noticed after ' listening -in'
for a short time your headphones commence
to hurt your ears owing to the hard surface.

The proprietors of

WRIGHT'S
COAL TAR

SOAP
will be pleased to send a pair of headphone pads,
specially made of very soft rubber as illustrated
FREE OF CHARGE
to any listener -in who
sends 6 outside wrappers
from tablets of Wright's
Coal Tar Soap. Only
one pair can be sent to
any one applicant owing
to the limited number.
Address:" Phone Pads," Wright,
Layman (S. Umney, Lid., 44/50
Southwark St., London, S.E. I

6111M1111111111111111MIZENI111111111111111111111111SHIIIIIIM1110111111111 iffill11111111101111111111111111110

THE BEST FORM OF INDUCTANCE
Wound Formers, 31 x 4 with 10 single turns
tapped, and 10 tappings of 10 turns each. (Using
2 switch Arms and zo Studs, every turn of
the coil can be brought into use, thus giving
very fine tuning). All coils wound with best
D.C.C. Wire and

4ce /12Postase,
Shellaced. Only /V 3d.

Fine Continental L.F. Trans-
, formers. - Noiseless and of

neat design, giving excellent
amplification with all circuits. Connections plainly
marked, just the thing for that amplifying panel
you are making (Postage, 4d.) 12/6
Some of our Special tines.-Set of 6 Basket Coils with
Calibration Sheet and Circuits, 2,111, Postage, 3d. Lam-
inated Switch Arms, complete, 1/0, Postage, 3d. Con-
tact Studs, with Nuts, Id. per dozen. ay S.W.G. Wire for re -winding
'Phones 3 oz. Bobbin D.S.C., 111, Enam. lid. Double quantity 3 oz, (Enam.
only) 1/I, Postage, Yd. Broadcast Coils, per pair, 1 3, Postage, Yd.

Fixed Condensers, Standard Pattern, Every Capacity, 1'0 each.
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
'Phone : Hop 4177. 8 & 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1.

HEADPHONES WON DER -
nOwig to a large maufacturer's

over production, wenhave been FUL OFFER
able to secure a big consignment
of High-class Double Headphones
which we are able to sell to 16the public for

POSTPOST
FREE

These are highly sensitive 4,000 OHMS resistance and
ADJUSTABLE. Every phone is GUARANTEED AND
IF NOT SATISFIED MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED

IF PHONE IS RETURNED UNDAMAGED.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

THE UPPER HOLLOWAY HEADPHONE Co.
692, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.19.
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NOVEL CIRCUITS FOR INTERCHANGEABLE
PLUG-IN COILS.

Showing how a three -coil holder can be employed as a variometer, thus
doing away with the necessity of employing a variable condenser.

INTERCHANGEABLE multi -layer coils
11 have come into use recently for

several reasons. They can be very
easily used in reaction circuits, and also
they are each wound to give the highest
efficiency on their own particular wave-
length. Since, however, these coils are not
adjustable, a large variable condenser is
necessary to vary the wave -length. This

0

considerably reduces. signal strength for the
following reason.

The total -energy, of a, charged condenser
circuit is given by the equation E (energy)

11- C' whre C = caimcity.and V,=. voltage.

This gives us the equation V = /-c--- ; from

which it follows that by decreasing C we
increase V. '

Variometet Tuning.
A crystal or valve is a voltage -operated

receiver, so that it is obvious that loudest
signals. will 1*obtained ivitlfleast capacity.
Those, who; are _only desirous, of receiving
broadcasting, would find it worth while to
wind Coils and adjust them so as to be in
tune with 'their:local station without using a
variable condenser. A vernier condenser
might be used for close tuning, and shod
be connected across the coil. But those
experimenting amateurs who . wish to
" search the ether," would find it impos-
sible to have separate coils for each' station.
The advantage of a low capacity circuit can,

BEARING

grZ7
1111116/10,M7

VALVE LEG
1111WribliniaNNI/I

EBONITE

ra 2.

W
CUT

BRASS
WASHER

SOLDERED
717 ROa

however, be preserved without using many
coils by the following methods.

A tuning -stand with three coil -holders will
be required. This may be either bought, or
can be quite easily made according to the
directions given later. The set is connected

' up as in Fig: 1. The reaction coil R on the
right is as usual, and so is the A.T.I. in the
middle. The left-hand movable coil, how-
ever, is connected in series with the A.T.I.,
but so that the windings are in opposite
directions. Thus by tightening the coup-
ling between them their combined inductance
is deereased, lowering the wave -length.
Very close tuning can be obtained in this
way by altering the coupling of the two
coils, but a vernier condenser may be
added if desired. For longer wave -lengths
the coils may be connected with windings
in the same directions, in which case tighten-
ing the coupling will increase the wave-
length to which the set is tuned.

Coil Holders.
A few hints on making holders for plug-

. in coils will not be out of place here. The
ebonite blocks into which the coils fit are
perhaps the only Farts which require ex-

planation. Three pieces of ebonite # in.
by ij< in. by 1 in. will be required. 3 sockets
for valve legs, and some A in. brass rod.
Drill 2 holes through the face of each block
-one 4 in. in diameter and the other just
such .a size as will allow the valve leg to
just go inside it; 2 in. of 4 in. brass rod
are taken, and a slot 4 in. deep is cut
longitudinally down one end, and a brass
washer is soldered 4 in. from that end, while
a thread is cut about 4 in. from the other
end. This rod is placed in the k in. hole.
and a piece of A in, ebonite is screwed to the
back to keep all together. Fig. 2 will make
all this clear. Bearings for the movable
holders are made by drilling small holes at
the top and bottom into which screws pass
from the supporting framework. Handles
of ebonite are fixed to the movable holders
by passing screws through the blocks into the
end of the rods. Fig. 3 shows the finished
holder, which may be fixed to a base board
or screwed to the side of the valve cabinet.

Micrometer Adjustment.
Fig. 4 shows a rather better form of holder.

The ebonite blocks are the same as before
except that they have a A in. square hole in
the middle into which fits a I in. brass rod

along which the holders slide. They are
moved along by screwed rods which are
turned by knobs each end. This gives very
fine adjustment. Details of construction
will not be, given, but the dimensions can
easily be decided. The screwed brass rods

SCREWED ROOS 65E -R, RATE FROM EACH OTHER)

*LOVABLE NOLDERs

are sold for making up condensers, and the
ebonite knobs are made to fit

Of course, by using two 'coils only along
these lines an excellent variable inductance
will be obtained, which will give very fine
tuning without a variable condenser.

A COMPACT CONDENSER.

T T is always the aim of the experimenter
1 and constructor to produce a set which

will occupy a small space and, yet be
efficient.  The following method 'of con-
structing condensers and holders has met
with great success.

Condenser.-The dielectric is made with
film negatives ; they are first soaked in soda
and water to remove the filni. For plates,
either copper foil or tinfoil can be used.
The outer coverings are like the dielectrics.
Lay one negative down, put the foil on up
projecting over one side ; put the dielectric
on top next, put the other, foil, projecting
over the other side ; now another negative,
and roll up tightly, tying with cotton in the
centre. Bend the ends of the foil over.

Holder.-A piece of thin springy tin cut
by scissors to the shape shown in the sketch ;
the holders are held firm under the terminals
between which the -condenser is to be fitted,
thus making wiring unnecessary.

Cut the negatives and foil to any desired
length, but try to arrange the length so that
the condenser stretches from terminal to
terminal, and makes good spring contact
with the holders.

As a guide to capacity a square inch
overlap gives about .0005 mfd.

CONDENSER OF
SMALL DIMENS/ONS

FILM
RN FOIL.

1

PANEL

HOLDER fOR
CONDENSER.
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ON THE FARM.
By C. G. GIBBONS.

Our contributor spends a delightful week -end in the country, and obtains further recruits to the ranks of the army of
listeners -in. His experience is well worthy of repetition by other amateurs possessing " friends in the country."

IF our neighbours were displaying an
interest in our operations it is probable
that we caused some speculation

amongst them. Whether our true inten-
tion was revealed to them I hesitate to say ;
there was ample scope for guesswork, how-
ever. A coil of aerial wire, sundry insulators,
accumulators, and a H.T. battery no doubt
evinced the " radio " atmosphere, although
the " set " itself, box -like and polished, was
probably non -committal. Our personal kit
was contained in a small haversack slung
across my back, balanced by the valve box,
unmistakably ex -Disposals Board.

" Ready to move off, sir," said I, with
mock severity, to my companion, who,
touching his cap in reply, " slipped in the
clutch."

Absolved f r o
the responsibility of
driving, and refrain-
ing from talking to
the ," pilot" while he
negotiated the
thoroughfares lead-
ing to outer
London, I began to
review the venture
on which we had
started-the -o u t -
come of an idea
which- had been
spontaneous, a n d
prompted, doubt-
less, by a spell of
fine weather.

" Do you thinkwe
could spend t h e
-week-end out of
town, and take the ' set ' with us ? " my
friend had suggested.
Getting- to Work.

The novelty of the proposal made an
immediate appeal. From the radio aspect it
presented a unique opportunity of collecting
seine interesting data in- a new locality,
and the prospect of a change of air was one
not to be missed. We had decided on a little
hamlet in Bucks as our rendezvous, - being
certain of accommodation at the home of a
farmer who had billeted me for a period in
the old war days, In selecting our "gear," we
had given due regard to the limitation of
space provided. by my friend's motor -cycle
combination-our " transport."

And thuS, on the broad highway, we had
set out.

The journey proved uneventful, but
thoroughly enjoyable. The majesty of a
" super " aerial seen on the wayside
developed a voluble argument on the
relative values of single and multi -wire
antennae, but my companion's efforts to
enable me to hear fully his opinion com-
pelled me to remark, jocularly-more or
less " Keep your eyes on the road ; we
mayn't get an opportunity otherwise to test
your theory."

Our arrival at the farm synchronised with
the serving of tea, and after mutual intro-

ductions and a much -needed wash, we
satiated an appetite that fifty miles of the
open road had given us. " How soon will you
have the ' wireless ' working ? ", " Shall
we hear some broadcasting ? " " How
many valves do you use ? " Have you
heard America ? " were a few of the inquiries
soon levelled at us. and we realised that,
during the " broadcasting " hours at least,
we should not lack an audience.

Our survey for a suitable " mast " for the
aerial found luck with us. Facing the
window of the room allotted us stood a
tall tree, and with the aid of a ladder my ,
colleague started to demonstrate the " fine
art " of aerial erection.

The attachment at the house end was

it's quite clear." " No, the other side to your
ear ! " " Oh, how splendid, never imagined
it like this." " Lovely music ! " " Sh, I can
hear something else." The " something
else " was a " Mom " station trespassing
on broadcast wave -lengths, the mention of
which was the prelude to a catechism on
the " code " and the " distance between the
crests of waves."

In the Throes.
The London station came in strongly,

with a directional aerial to augment it. The
ease with which we were able to " tune -in "
the various broadcasting centres, excepting
Glasgow and Cardiff, both conspicuous by
their absence, was a feature of the evening,

and a welcome one.
Our customary

6 D W, the experimental 10 -watt station owned by Sir Stanley Johnson, and operated by his son,
Mr. D. H. Johnson.

simplicity itself, although our embryo
" steeplejack " suggested that I could
advantageously have made use of the
chimney stack in the centre of the roof, but
I had no desire to be an exponent of
" surefootedness."

The problem of an " earth " had been
settled at first glance. On the pathway, and
almost beneath the window, was a brass tap
from the main water system, and to this we
clipped our " lead." The aerial looked
encouraging with its eighty feet span and
an average height of thirty feet, the latter
figure being also the length of the " earth "
-not altogether desirable, but unavoidable.

Developing the " Fever."
The imminence of " listening -in " aroused

not a little excitement amongst our friends,
who, with but one exception, had not pre-
viously made acquaintance with broadcasting.
Donning the 'phones brought an inward
hope that all would be well, but the first
movement of the aerial condenser justified
our faith in a " tuned anode " circuit. We
had expected London-we heard Newcastle.
Hastily separating our 'phones into single
earpieces, we handed them to our expectant
audience with the injunction " not to pull
on them."

" This is the Newcastle orchestra." " Yes,

experience was to
have the distant
stations hurriedly
"tuned" during
a 2L0 inte-r-
val, promptly,
" swamped " by the
mighty bellow of the
local station,
practically " on our
doorstep," immedi-
ately he resumed
transmission.

The use of t h e
reaction coil in
boosting up our
reception of the
Radiola c o neer t
brought the inevit-
able "What hap-

pens when you move that ? " " Now just
you listen to this-from Paris-we'll tell you
the ' business in a. minute," said my friend,
not in evasion of the question, but -fn a
desire to give the excellent French trans-
mission the hearing it deserved. Silence till,
" Can you understand what he is saying,
Jack ? " and " Do be quiet I " indicated
that an announcement was being made.

Left Behind-By Request.
A remark, " Oh, what's this whistling -

noise ? " caused me to take a 'phone, bent
on investigation, and to hear the unmistak-
able wail which denoted the " super "
mis-user of reaction. In this instance,
a description of what had occurred was
easily given, free from technicalities.

Prior to an adjournment for supper we
turned to the more serious side of wireless,
and " searched " the ether for that most
energetic of radio stations, F L, discovered
working with customary energy on 8,000
metres, and nearer home, Leafield, famed
for harmonics, Ongar and Devizes.

Then Morpheus asserted his claims, and
at midnight we retired to bed-satisfied.

Our homeward journey was made with one
item of equipment less than on the outward
trip-the aerial remained aloft, by request
of the household.
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MONOPOLY IN WIRELESS.
By Lt. -Col. CHETWODE CRAWLEY, R.M.A.,X.LE.E. (Deputy Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O.).

An interesting account of the conditions and considerations governing policies of control by an acknowledged authority
on the subject.

LI OW far the wireless communicationsI of any particular country should be
controlled by the State is a matter

which can only be settled by consideration
of the conditions, not only in that country,.
but in other countries. It is the importance
of this latter international aspect which
makes. the problem more complex in the
ease of wireless than in the case of ordinary
telegraphy, this importance being due to
the fact that wireless channels of communi-
cation, unlike channels direeted
by a wire, are liable to interfer-
ence, one from another. On the
other hand, this very disability
of wireless shows at once that
State control of some sort or an-
other is essential for the purpose
of obtaining the necessary inter-
national co-operation, just as it
is essential, though to a much
less extent, in the ease of cables.
For land lines, State ownership,
though obviously not essential,
has been adopted all over the
world, with one outstanding ex-
ception, the United States of
America, where control is in the
hands of private enterprise.

In Great Britain the telegraph
system for the first twenty-five
years was controlled by various
commercial companies, but from
experience thus gained it was
decided, largely from military considera-
tions, that the system should be owned and
operated by the State. This was finally
provided for in the Act of 1869, by which
the inland telegraph system was made a
Post Office monopoly, the actual transfer
taking effect in the following year, and all
other countries, with the exception of the
United States of America, as mentioned
above, have followed our lead.

Work of the Convention.
Our cable communications, on the other

hand, are partly State owned and partly
in the hands of private enterprise, but on
account of their international aspect there
is necessary a close liaison between the cable
companies and the State-that is to say,
there is a certain amount of State control.

Wireless signalling as a commercial pro-
position may be said to have commenced
on June 3rd, 1898, when Lord Kelvin sent
his first paid message by wireless from the
Needles station in the Isle of Wight, but it
was not until 1906 that the first Inter-
national Convention was held for the regula-
tion of wireless communications throughout'
the world. This Convention laid down the
rule that stations were bound to inter-
communicate irrespective of their ownership
or the systems with which they were fitted,
and framed definite regulations governing
the wave -lengths to be used and the methods
to be employed for calling up, answering,
transmitting telegrams, accounting, etc.
The next International Convention, which

was held in 1912, amplified the provisions
of the 1906 Convention. Meanwhile, the
Post Office, which, by the Act of 1904, had
become the Statutory Authority for wire-
less telegraphy, had acquired, and was
operating, all our commercial stations for
communication with ships, so that State
control of these communications was . an
accomplished fact. In most other coun-
tries similar arrangements were made,
though in some, notably again in the United

Passing B.B.C. sets in the testing department of the London G.P.O.

States of America, State control was much'
less complete.

The two International Conventions dealt
only with wireless communications between
ships, and between the shore and ships,
and as, owing to the war, no International
Convention has been held since 1912 there
are, at the moment, no regulations governing
point-to-point wireless communisations..
The need for such regulations has. become
very apparent during the last few year's,
and arrangements are now being made for,
holding an International Conference next
year in order to draw up a new Convention,
which will, of course, deal with point-to-
point and aircraft communications, in
addition to ship communications ; in fact,
it is intended that this forthcoming, Con-
ference should deal with all forms of elec-
trical communications-viz., telegraphs,
cables, and wireless.

Rot an Accepted Policy.
In this country, the fact that the State

exercises, at the shore end, a monopoly, so
far as ship and shore communications are
concerned, has given rise to little comment,
but there has been much controversy during
the last few years as to the advantages and
disadvantages of a monopoly in the case of
point-to-point signalling, especially in con-
nection with schemes for our imperial
wireless communications. At the present
time, the stations which work with the
States, Canada, and some Continental
countries are- in the hands of -the Marconi

Company ; those which work with other
Continental countries, and with Egypt, are
in the hands of the Post Office. As regards
imperial communications, the Common-
wealth Government has arranged for the
formation of a company, in which the State
holds a majority of shares, to erect and
operate an Australian station ; the Canadian
and South African Governments have
arranged for the erection and operation of
their stations by private enterprise, and the

New Zealand and Indian Gov-
ernments have the matter still
under consideration. The Home
Government has decided to
erect and operate a large station
in England for imperial com-
munications, in addition to the
Post Office station at Oxford,
which is used primarily for com-
munication with a similar station
worked by the British Post Office
in Egypt, and has under consid-
eration the erection of a station
at Singapore.

In most other countries some
of the large stations are worked
by the State, and others by pri-
vate enterprise; for instance, ties
United States of America have
fifteen large stations, nine worke I
by the Government and six_ by
private enterprise, and France
has four and one respectively,

exclusive of those being erected in her
colonies.

It is clear, therefore, that a State monopoly
is not the accepted policy for long-distance
point-to-point wireless communications,
and how far State control or competition is
advisable is now being considered by all
countries in the light of their own special
needs and experiences.

Unfettered by Patent Rights.
In long-distance wireless, however, the

trouble is to avoid a monopoly of some sort
or another, and to dispense altogether w:th
State control is impracticable.

In wireless signalling, different wave-
lengths must be allocated to different sta-
tions, so that messages sent from any
particular station will be received at its
communicating station, and will not inter-
fere, by jamming, with the reception of
other messages at other stations. This
allocation of wave -lengths, which necessi-
tates international agreement, means some
form of State control, or, alternatively, an
international commercial monopoly, which,
even if possible, would have all the disad-.
vantages of the ordinary private monopoly.

As regards the British Empire, the dis-
advantages of a commercial monopoly of
long-distance wireless stations were pointed
Out by the Technical Committee which was
Presided over by Lord Parker in 1913, and
again, more fully, by the Imperial Wireless
Telegraphy Committee of 1919-20, which.

- (Continued 4;104 -page 752.)
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LATEST NEWS FROM 2 Z Y.
From Our Manchester Correspondent.

IT used to be a figure of speech, " What
Lancashire thinks to -day England says
to -morrow." At its best it was but an

ancient political shibboleth, but it was
passed into the mind of the British public
and repeated so often that the people, or at
any rate the unthinking portion, accepted it
as a positive truth.

Now, wireless waves have changed all this.
Manchester, the stronghold of material-

ism ' and bread-and-butter politics, is no
longer able to voice the views of the
country twenty-four hours ahead.

It has to take its place in the parlour with
the rest of the world, and discover in enjoy-
able company what is actually going on.
The mentor's mantle has been dropped.

Over 3,000 wireless licences have been
issued in Manchester up to date. The subject
is discussed on tramcars, railway trains, and
in choirs and places where they sing. Enthu-
siastic societies are springing up everywhere.

The headquarters of the  British Broad-
casting Company will shortly be removed
from Trafford Park, where they are at
present housed in the general building of the
Metropolitan Vickers Co., Ltd. A site has
been found in the very heart of the city, in
Dickenson Street, near the great Corpora-
tion electricity power station., ,Permission
has been obtained front the City. Council to
erect, aerials and other apparatus. It would
not have been surprising had, the. College of
Technology objected to this enterprise, but
they have taken, the, right view and cor-
dially. acquiesced. It only remains ,now. -for....,
the London headquarters.. of ,the company
to give the scheme its sanction.

Aerials Crossing 'Sheets. 
Much_ good work has beep clone from the

Trafford Park 'premises, hut they _have had
their inconvenient side. They are at least
four miles from the centre of the city, and
artistes have found it difficult to fit, in their
arrangements and get there in time, and.
more difficult still to get . away at night.
High hopes of the change are. entertained
and will be realised.

At the last meeting of the City Council
the Highways Committee proposed to give
sanction to, a request to place a wireless
aerial over a street. One councillor pointed
out what he considered the danger of this

-concession.

" If," he said, ". you are going to .allow
private citizens to have wires across the
street, in' a few years s. great many or the
city's streets will be completely crossed by
them. There is no need for aerial wires of
this description, and I hope the Council will
be careful not to set a precedent of this
description."

The chairman of the Committee, Alder-
man Turnbull, explained that the Council
had already approved of hundreds of these
wires crossing the streets. The present
application was on a par with those already
granted. The item was referred back to the
'ComMittee for further consideration and
report.

'Relayed Opera.
Such an objection calls for the comment

that the Manchester Corporation by its
system of overhead tramway wires has done
all that could be done to destroy the beauty
of the streets. Whatever' is done in the way
of wireless enterprise cannot spoil the
picture. There is every reason for hoping
that the Council will be in a reasonable mood
when the proposal next comes before them.

Manchester is interested in the decision of
the opera company's artistes to continue
their transmission both individually and
collectively. The experimental transmission
given a week or two ago of the " Valkyrie "
by the London station, relayed over the land
line by other stations .andk transmitted into
the ether, was a, great success, and was
distinctly heard -in this locality, even with*
crystal sets. Every. item was remarkably
clear and of tip-top musical, quality.

Now, whatever its critics may say, Man-
chester is a great musical centre. It can
refer, you to its support of the Halle Con-
certs and the Brand Lane Concerts, and
opera here blooms as a fine flower where on
stony ground elsewhere it only makes a
fitful appearance. You need no higher
justification of wireless in Manchester, there-
fore, than that it broadcasts the best of
music.

The great wish is expressed that when
the National Opera Company comes to
Manchester in; the autumn arrangements
will be made to have a listeners -in night, --a
night of nights for Manchester folk, a night
that will whet their appetite for music more
and more.

MONOPOLY IN WIRELESS
(Continued from page 751.)

-sat under the chairmanship of Sir Henry
Norman. Lord Parker's committee pointed
out that " the Government is not fettered
by considerations arising out of patent
rights, but can use any patent on fair terms
under Section 29 of the Patents and De-
signs Act, 1907," and contrasted this for-
tunate position with that of a private com-
pany which might find it difficult, if not
impossible, to make use of the best arrange-_

ments because of the existence of patent
rights.

Sir Henry Norman's committee pointed
out that there are only a limited number of
wave -lengths available for long-distance
communication, and was of opinion that
" in order to secure efficient working, an
imperial system, by whomsoever provided,
must be protected from interference from
other sources, and must, therefore, be a
practical monopoly," and, again, regarded
" the inclusion of virtually all civilian wire-
less activity in the hands of one commercial
company as likely to be deeply prejudicial.
to research and progress." For these
reasons, mainly, the committee recom-

mended an Imperial Wireless Chain; erected,
owned,and operated by the State, though
they were careful to point out that " a
State monopoly of this kind could not
preclude private enterprise in other spheres
of wireless activity. Wireless companies
could still have an important sphere as
manufacturers, and in providing and
operating ship stations, and they might, if
desired be granted concessions on suitable
conditions for long-distance Communica-
tions between British territory and foreign
countries."

A Momentous Decision.
This policy of a State-owned Imperial

Wireless Chain was agreed to at the Imperial
Conference of 1921, with reservations by
Australia, but, as we have seen, develop-
ment commenced on rather different lines,
with the result that the Prime Minister
made the following announcement in the
House of Commons last March :

" The policy to be adopted with regard to
imperial wireless communications has
recently been under review by the Imperial
Communications Committee, 'under 'the
chairmanship of the First Lord of the

Dancing on the lawn to the strains of wireless
music ; a vision of summer delights to come.

Admiralty, and the recommendations of that
committee have now been approved by the
Government.

" In view of developments in the science
of wireless telegraphy, and other circum-
stances which have arisen since the late
Government decided upon the policy of a
State -operated wireless chain, it is not con-
sidered necessary any longer to exclude
private enterprise from participation in
wireless telegraphy within the Empire.

" The Government has therefore decided
to issue licences for the erection of wireless
stations in this country for communication
with the Dominions, Colonies, and foreign
countries, subject to the conditions neces-
sary to secure British control and suitable
arrangements for the working of the traffic.''

" At the same time, the Government has
decided that it is necessary in the interests ,
of national security that there should be a"1,
wireless station in this country capable of .,

communicating with the Dominions and;:,
owned and operated by the State. A station;..;
of this kind will therefore be erected as
early as possible, and it will be available
for commercial traffic as well as for service
messages."
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A NOVEL METHOD OF MAKING
WIRELESS LABELS.

THE following method of making name-
plates or labels for the panels of
wireless apparatus should commend

itself to amateurs on account of its sim-
plicity, its cheapness, and the unlimited
range of titles it allows. The appearance
of the finished labels compares very favour.
ably with the " ivorine " tabs sold for such
purposes, and, being of celluloid with the
colouring pigment at the back, they are,
indeed, more durable than the commercial
article, the filling of which has a habit of
dropping out.

Briefly, the labels herein described con-
sist of small rectangles of photographic
film upon which a negative is printed of the
lettering required. After development the
lettering, which is transparent film sur-
rounded by, dense black, is backed with
white filling, white paper, or other coloured
pigment, and stuck to the ebonite or
wooden panel with seccotine.

Exposing the. Film.
The materials required are a photo-

graphic printing frame (-plate is a useful
size), a piece of unexposed roll -film, some
one -solution developer, some fixing solution
(hypo, .4 oz. ; water, pint), and a piece of
draughtsman's tracing cloth or paper of fine
texture and as transparent as possible. "

The procedure is as follows : The'required
lettering is neatly printed on the cloth or
paper with a pen and Indian ink. Quite a_
large number of captions may be got upon
a piece of paper 41 in. by n in., and the
" positive" so made will, of course, suffice
for any number of copies,- that may be
required. This positive is placed in the
printing frame with the lettering facing
towards the back -of th-frame and away
from the piece of clear glass which has been
first put in the frame to support it. The
piece of sensitive roll -film is next put in,
sensitive side to the lettering. This must be
done in a darkroom, and from this point on
till the fixation of the negative is complete,
every care should be taken that the film is
not exposed to actinic light, and as little as
possible to so-called non -actinic light.

It is very important that the contact
between the film and the positive should be
as intimate as possible, and a pad of several
thicknesses of paper may be interposed
between the film and the back of the frame
to ensure this if necessary. The frame and
its contents are now exposed to a good light,
say, that from an inverted gas mantle. A
full exposure should be given (10 or 15 sees.
at 1 fta distance will not be too much), as the
object is to produce as " contmsty " a
negative as possible.

Fixing the Labels.
The film is now developed in the usual

way by immersion in the developer, and
development is carried as far as it will go
without " fogging " the lettering. If the
paper " positive was well made and the
lettering filled in solid with good black ink,
the resulting negative, after being fixed and
cleared in the hypo, should show the letter-
ing as clear, transparent film, the surround
being a dense opaque black.

After drying, the film is ready to be cut
up into labels. This is best done with a
sharp knife and a straight -edge, as a much
neater finish can so be obtained than by the
use of scissors.

In order to show up the lettering dis-
tinctly, the back, or dull side, of the film
must be painted, or, as previously suggested,
white paper may be stuck on. If pigment is
used, it may be Chinese White, mixed with
a little gold size. Or an effective alternative
is formed by aluminium paint or gold paint.

The labels may be fixed to the panels by
any good adhesive of the seccotine variety
or by means of celluloid varnish. Before
applying the adhesive lay the label on the
panel in the exact position it is to occupy,
and, with a needle point, prick small' holes
at the corners of the rectangle. When the
adhesive has been applied (only the mini -

mum quantity essential should be used) and
has reached a state of partial drying known
as " tackiness," the label should be gently
laid in position, not with the fingers., but by
means of a pair of tweezers or the points of
a draughtsman's pen. The pricked holes
will form a direct guide, and it only requires
a steady, hand to lay the label right on the
spot at once, thus obviating the unsightly
smearing of the panel with adhesive, as is
only too easy if comparatively clumsy
fingers are used.
Another Method.

Those who possess, or have access to, a
decent typewriter, will find that very neat
" positives ' can be printed on such ; but
in order that the characters may have
sufficient density and solidity for the photo
graphic process described, it should b
observed that a good black ribbon is in
the machine, and, as a further precaution,
a piece of carbon paper, carbon side to the
positive, should be interposed between
paper and the roller or platen of the
machine. This will print the characters on
both sides of the paper, ensuring a
satisfactory density.

A TWIN DETECTOR CRYSTAL SET.
By RADIOGRAPH.''

WHAT is the best form of crystal
detector ? We read that radio
waves can be eonverted into sound

by means of a vast variety of elements,
ranging from diamonds to knitting -needles,
and consequently there are possibilities that
some progressive experimenter may discover
unfamiliar elements or combinations of
elements that may materially influence the
value of erystal sets.

Readers may be interested- to know that
with the set described later I have tried as
many as ten combinations of crystals during
an orchestral performance from 2 L 0
without losing a single bar of the music.

Preparing the Working Drawing.-As I
was desirous of constructing my experi-
mental set without waste of time and of
producing something worthy of a valve
amplifier at a future date, the preliminaries
consisted of making a complete working
drawing, details of which are reproduced in
the accompanying illustrations. The
drawing was also very valuable in helping
me to determine the character and dimen-
sions of the materials required for construc-
tion, for with the exception of the condenser
vanes all the components were home-made
from pieces of scrap.

Drilling the Panel.-The positions of the
holes were marked off on the reverse side of
a Fin. panel (1 in. would be better), and
before doing anything else the holes at the
corners were drilled. A piece of mahogany
of the same dimensions as the panel, but
I in. thick, was then cut out, and the panel
was supported on the latter by means of
four brass pillars, to be seen in the photo-
graph, Fig. 1,

The Tuning Coil.
By thus fixing the panel with the reverse

side uppermost, the drilling operations were
rendered quite easy, the holes being made
with an ordinary small wheel brace.

Inductance Coil and Former.-As no suit-

able ebonite tube was available for the coil
former, a piece of round wood cut from a
disused curtain pole was used. This was
covered with a piece of scrap 810 x 90 motor
inner tube, over which the double -covered
cotton wire was wound. The former was
marked off into twelve equal divisions, a
single tapping being taken from the first ten
divisions, and the last two being divided
into ten equal parts ; thus providing coarse
and fine tuning. A brass bracket was fixed
at each end of the former by wood screws,
the bent ends being held to the underside
of the panel by small bolts.

The Change -over Switches.
Connections from Coil to Switch Studs.-

Bare copper wire of 20 gauge was employee!
for the coil to switch " leads, and the end
of each lead was hammered flat at one end,
these ends being bent round the bared por-
tions of the coil where the tappings were
required and soldered. Small brass tags
were soldered firmly to the opposite ends,
thus forming excellent contact with the
nuts on the ends of the switch studs.

The Three Selective Switches.-The third
knob, situated between the coarse and fine
tuning switches, introduces either of the
detectors into the aerial circuit at will, so
that one can change over without inter-
rupting reception at the 'phones. As there
is nothing out of the ordinary in conned ion
with the switch construction, no time need
be wasted in describing it ; but perhaps
mention may be made of the connection
between the switch spindles and their leads.
The springs, made from thick copper wire,
used for pressing the laminated switch arms
down upon the contact studs, press against
contact tags fixed to the underside of the
panel. Small bolts are used for securing
the ends of the wire to these tags in prefer-
ence to sealing the connection with solder,
the same method being employed in the

(Continued on page 754.)
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A TWIN DETECTOR
CRYSTAL SET.
(Continued from page 753.)

case .of the moving portion of the variable
condenser: -

Variable Condenser.-The variable con-
denser has 7 moving and 8 fixed plates, thus
providing a capacity of *00025 mfd., and
is supported from the panel by the three
spindles of the fixed plates. The lower
bearing for the moving spindle is formed in
an ebonite bridge piece.

Connecting Up.
A piece of 1 -in. ebonite was cut into

circular shape and bevelled off at the edge
to make the condenser scale, the graduations
being marked off with an ordinary pro-
tractor. After the figures had been stamped
a little white lead rubbed into the depres-
sions showed the figures up quite clearly,
and by marking the panel at the various
points to indicate the duties of other
switches and terminals, the panel assumed
quite a professional appearance.

A Convenient Form of Detector.-The
detecting element should be capable of easy
substitution. The idea is shown, in Fig. 3,
which shows the crystal gripped by a claw
removed from its holder, where it is secured
normally by a push -in fit. The contact be-
tween the crystal and the -claw is absolute,
and the adjustment is capable of accommo-
dating crystals of all sizes. When it is
desired to'use -two different crystals in com-
bination, I fit another small claw on the
spindle in place of a cat's -whisker, so that
numberless combinations can be tested.

Wiring Diagram.-Straggling wires are a
real bugbear to the wireless experimenter,
so in connecting up the parts care should
be taken to arrange the leads in a neat and
symmetrical manner, such as that indicated
in the wiring chart. The lead from the aerial
terminal, A, is taken to the spindle tag of the
fine-tuning switch, T, where it branches off
to the spindle of the detector switch, D S,
the connection being made through the
twitch arm to whichever detector is required.

The opposite sides of the detectors are con-
nected together, and are joined to one 'phone
terminal P1. From the earth terminal, E,
a lead goes direct to the 'phone terminal P2,
and from thence to the fixed side of the
variable condenser, C2. From the opposite
side of the condenser, C, a lead goes to the
centre of the coarse -tuning switch, and
except for the 'phone condenser shunted
across the 'phone terminals this completes
the simple circuit.

Excellent Results.
Additional Features. When completed,

the instrument was found to give excellent
results on short-wave reception, but its
capacity did not permit of receiving tele-
phony from the Croydon aerodrome, so that
an extra fitting was added, to permit of intro-
ducing honeycomb coils in the aerial circuit.
The improvement enabled the aerodrome
messages to be picked up very distinctly,
whilst a coil of larger capacity rendered
the Eiffel Tower time signals quite clear.

All the well-known amateur stations
within reasonable range are perfectly
audible, and conversations from Scotland
Yard to cars on the road were heard. when
these experiments were in progress.

The set should give every satisfaction if

the instructions are carried out carefully
and attention is paid to the small details of
construction. It is because of carelessness
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in small matters that a great many sets
give only mediocre results instead of doing
all that is claimed for them. ._
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WRING C1.1.6.4T The working diagrams of the twin detector cryst'A
set. showing the components in detail.

A Twin Detector Crystal Set. The diagrams are grouped in the above manner in order to permit the constructor
to have the general details of construction before him as he builds the set without the necessity of jumping from
point to point. A full size working drawing should be prepared if possible, as this will greatly facilitate matters.
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A LEAD-IN TIP.

AUSEFUL lead-in tip which will tend
to improve signals on crystal and
non -reacting circuits, is to surround

the lead-in insulator with a sheath of copper
foil connected to earth. The reason for this
is as follows : At the point where the lead-in
comes through the house there is a capacity
to earth.

This capacity has for a dielectric the
walls of the house, including any metal-
work embedded therein, and this being a
bad dielectric is sufficient to introduce quite
considerable losses into the circuit. With
the copper sheath the capacity to earth
(which is inevitable) has only an ebonite
dielectric, and the loss is appreciably less.
Still better results can be obtained by
using a lead-in insulator of the type shown
in Fig. 2, where the dielectric is air.
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CONTROL KNOBS.

THE following is a simple idea for making
efficient and attractive control knobs
for detectors, condensers, switches, etc.

Procure a few pennyworths of soft soda
glass tubing of about -4- in. bore, from
any chemical dealer-certain wireless stores
also sell it for leading -in tubes.

Cut it into convenient lengths, say 6 in.,
by making a nick in it with the sharp edge
of a file, and pulling, not bending it until it
snaps.
Neat Appearance.

Heat one end of this piece in the blue
flame from a gas ring (or a bunsen burner
if available), rotating the tube between the
fingers meanwhile. The glass will soften
and the end close up.

At this stage remove the tube from
the flame, and, still rotating - it, blow
lightly at the cool, open end. A bulb
will form, the size of which may be
;determined at the user's discretion. Allow
'the bulb to cool slowly, then, using the file
as before, cat the bulb from the blowing
tube at the desired point.

ill the bulb with some powdered sealing
wax and gently warm until the wax melts._
Into the molten wax insert a previously
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warmed piece of screwed brass rod as
sold by all wireless dealers, and allow it
to set.

The advantages of these knobs are their
low cost, of about id. per knob ; the perfect
insulation; glass and sealing wax (which is
principally shellac ; the good appearance
and -the mechanical strength. Try dropping
one.

A NEAT PLUG SYSTEM.

APLUG system that is not only cheaper
than the usual terminals, but is
neater and more convenient to use,

can be made as follows.
Procure from any stationer's some fluted

brass pen and pencil caaes-they only cost
9d. or 3d. each-and two plugs can '
be made from each. A glance at the
diagram will show you the type of case.

Mounting the Sockets.
Remove the pen -nib and pencil, and you _

will have a long tube- and two tops. Now
cut the tube in the centre and trim each
half down to the required length-that is
the width of the panel plus a in. (see B).
A hole should be drilled in the panel to take
the tube. Push the tube through the hole.
The panel should be turned face downwards.

( 1

su

on the bench (a flat surface) so that the end
that you cut sticks up about in.

Now ram a tapered punch into the tube,
which should split in two or three places,
and carefully tap the edges over flat (see
Fig. A). The outside wire is connected
to Use, ping and the inside to one of the pieces -
of flattened brass at A.

ALTERNATIVE CRYSTAL
CONTACTS.

SEVERAL types of contact may be
carried at once on an ordinary detector
arm, allowing of instant changes

when desired. Note the coil -contact, com-
posed of a single strand from a coarse flex.
After cleaning, it was coiled on an ordinary
pin, removed, and shaped. The supporting
arms may be a continuation of the coil -wire,
but it is better to use a loop of stouter gauge,
as shown in the sketch. This " whisker " is
excellent where soft pressure is necessary
and the sensitive spots are difficult to hold
with a sharp point.

TA FEW HINTS.

TOincrease the capacity of -a variable
condenser fit a fixed condenser in
parallel, the fixed condenser being

disconnected by a switch when not in use.
* *

Old photographic plates should not be
thrown away as they are very useful in the
construction of fixed condensers.

* *

Don't fix a galena crystal in heated metal,
as ,the heat .impairs the sensitivity of the
crystal. The crystal should be held in the
cup with three screws.

A lead covered roof will make a good
capacity " earth," and it is very advisable
to adopt it as such in cases when the aerial
passes over it.

* * - *
_ - - -

By the following method, old dry cells
may be turned into very serviceable wet
batteries. The dry cells usually consist cf
a 3 -inch sheet on the outside, followed by
the paste, and then the carbon rod in the
centre, surrounded by a bag containing
Manganese Dioxide. Carefully remove the
zinc casing, and clean it thoroughly ;
afterwards placing it in a jam jar with the
bag in the middle. Fill the jar with Sal -
ammoniac solution and thus you will get
a cheap wet battery of about volts.
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SHIELDING.
The effects of shielding are so great, and the subject so important,

that all amateurs should carefully read -the following article.

AQUESTION often asked by amateurs
is, " How can copper, a non-magnetic
substance, shield portions of a wireless

receiving set from the magnetic field of
another portion of the set ? " The answer
and explanation will show how very im-
portant the placing of metal plates, such as
condenser vanes, become when viewed from
the shielding point of view.

Ordinary magnetic shielding is the
shielding of a compass needle from a steady
magnetic field, and it can only be done by
surrounding the compass needle by -a mag-
netic substance such as iron. Figure 1 shows
this shielding, the compass needle coming
to rest in any position.

A Complete Screen.
With electro-magnetism it is a different

matter ; the magnetic field is increasing and
decreasing in value, which induces E.M.F.'s
in neighbouring coils. A shield of magnetic
material would shield the circuits all right,
but copper will do equally well, for the
following reasons.

If a copper sheet is placed in front of a
coil through which alternating currents are
flowing. the increasing and decreasing flux
will induce an E.M.F. into the copper sheet,
which causes current to flow in circles round.
the sheet, setting up a flux which is in direct
opposition to the flux from the coil, and
therefore cancelling it. This is seen from
Figure 2. On the right-hand side of the
sheet the flux will be. at zero. By totally
enclosing the circuit to be screened in a
copper case, no alternating flux from outside
can penetrate through. The currents
circling in the sheet are called eddy cur-
rents. .

Variation In Tuning.
For demonstration purposes a thin sheet

of copper can be placed close to a coil in a
transmitting oscillatory circuit, and the
eddy currents will be so great as to com-
pletely melt the copper sheet.

The vanes of condensers, either movable
or fixed, which are placed near to coils in a
wireless receiver, will have eddy currents
produced in them, and as eddy currents are
a source of loss of power, the efficiency of
the receiver is decreased.; the tuning of the
receiver is also altered.

Some experimenters have used a copper
plate for tuning proposes, by varying its
position between the primary and Secondary
circuits ; but from the foregoing, it is seen

that it is equivalent to weakening the
coupling and also altering the value of
inductance by setting up an opposite flux,
like the rotor of a variometer.

P6Pular Wiretesi'VeelaVirulf/7t1r; 192.

The great fact, though, that I haVe
noticed is that"they are' trerriendorialy
accurate and keen in their letters, and
retain great personal affection for all the
various uncles. I really do not know what
would happen to the postbag -8 and the
clerical staff at 2, Savoy Hill, if either
Uncle Caractacus, Uncle Rex, or Uncle
Jeff were to cease talking to them. I think
the B.B.C. clerical staff would have a
nervous breakdown in dealing with the
pitiful inquiries. On my part,. I can only
say that I, too, have a very deep affection
for all the great number of kiddies I have
never seen, but talk to on railway and
locomotive subjects.
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OUR WIRELESS NEPHEWS
AND NIECES.
By UNCLE JOHN.

(John Hope Fellows, A.M.Jun.,I.E.,
G.I.Loco.E., Editor of " Locomotive

News ")

IT is an amazing thing that, although I
I have lectured many hundreds of times

and to hundreds of children arid Boy
Scouts on railway topics, I have never,
until I was invited to become " Uncle
John " at 2 L O; experienced such tre-
mendous enthusiasm as I have foUnd with
our great family of nepkew and niece
listener's -in.

My method has been to compile a sort
of syllabus, and to talk to these kiddie's
upon topical subjects dealing with railways
and locomotives,- and so on up to the
present time, when I sin talking to them
about the new grouping system of our
railways.

What Would Happen!
And here comes a very amusing thing.

I have always indulged the children with
competitions on the various subjects I
have spoken to them about, and I must
say that recently they have nearly beaten
me. Some time last week I set them the
following competition :

What are the new names for the following
railways ?

(1) Great Eastern Railway.
(2) London and South Western Railway.
(3) Great Western Railway.
(4) Midland Railway.

 Marvellous to relate, although the
questions included one " trick " question,
without the apparent aid of adults, I only
received nine failing letters out of a total
of something like seventy or eighty entries.

What a dilemma ! Anyway, they -all
received a postcard of a locomotive each,
and I know they were all satisfied.

THE R.F.H. SETS.

THAT .a four or five -valve instrument is
not necessary for all-round work can be
proved when it is stated that with an

R.F.H. two -valve B.B.C. set (which makes
use of inter -valve reaction) the following
big stations can be heard at Birming-
ham : Glasgow, Birmingham, Cardiff,
London, Newcastle, Manchester, The
Hague, Paris (Eiffel Tower, Radiola, and
The -School of Posts and Telegraphs),
and Konigswusterhausen. The distances
of these stations from Birminghani range
from 75 miles to over 600 miles, while
all of the stations except Glasgow and
KOnigswuaterhailsen can be heard on the
loud speaker with a three -valve instrument.

Useful Portable Set.
In their new catalogue they illustrate

fifteen 'different models, from the crystal
to the four -valve cabinet set, - which also
incorporWs a gramophone. An interesting
design is the knapsack two -valve model,
which can be carried on the back as a knap-
sack, and whiCh is a most useful, con-
venient and highly efficient set for scout
companies, schools, club parties, motorists,
tourists, eta, It should be mentioned that
lecal stations can, be cut out easily, and

- more distant stations received, as the instru-
ments are all tested to receive the various
broadcasting stations -from the- works at
Birmingham vaiile the Birmingham station
ie brOadeaating with hill power at a distance
of Only three miles.

The R.F.H. two -valve " Knapsack " receiver
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Simplicity and Efficiency
The "RE-ECHO" Unit System connects so easily.

WHY not purchase
a Receiving Set

capable of receiving
all the British and
Continental Wireless
Concerts at one-fourth
the cost of an expen-
sive multi -valve set.
You can build up
your "Re -Echo" Unit
Set to the equal of an
expensive 4 -valve set
for a quarter the cost.

EVERY Unit is
mounted in real

Mahogany case 4a x6.
Ebonite with matt
finish and lacquered
brass fittings.

This system used as a 4 -valve set is capable Detector Unit
L.F. Unit ..

£ 1 :
£ 1 :

1 0 :
1 4 :

0
6

of receiving all the British Trans- H.F. Unit ..PRICES: Tuned Anode Unit ..
£1 :
£1 :

2 :
4 :

0 (Transformer extra)
0 (Coils extra)

missions as well as Continental Concerts. Variometer Tuner ..
Condenser Tuner ..

16 :
18 :

0
6 (Coil extra)

Sole Makers THE RE-ECHO ELECTRICAL Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
43, Johnson Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1.

'Phone:
Victoria
9070.

_Agencies in all The principal Cities and all Broadcasting Centres.

DUBILIER CONDENSER. TYPE 600.
with grid leak clips

DUBILIER CONDENSER. TYPE 600A

4131111111111111W
DUBILIER GRID LEAK

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

with the new

FLEWELLING "SUPER"
RECEIVING CIRCUIT
give wonderful results because our '006 mf.
condensers are supplied in sets of 3, of
exactly equal value.

Experimenters should make up this
powerful, inexpensive and easily worked
circuit with this Dubilier set of 3 fixed
condensers as they ensure the very best
possible results being obtained.

PR ICE 9/.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO.DEPT. E.(1921), LTD.
Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road,

London, W.12.
Telegrams : Telephone:

ivecon,'Phone,London." Hammersmith 504 E.P.S. 15a
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fireless
Club

ieeport
The Editor will be pleased to publish concise reports of meetings of Wireless clubs and
associations, reserving the right to curtail the report if necessary, Hon. secretaries are
reminded that reports should be sent in as soon after a meeting as possible. Reports sent
in cannot appear in this paper in less than ten days after receipt of same. An asterisk

denotes affiliation with the Radio Society of Great Britain.

The Southampton and District Radio Society.
The above society spent .a very interesting

evening at their headquarters on Thursday,
May 10th, the subject for discussion being
wave -metres.

Dr. McDougall exhibited a buzzer wave -
meter he had made, the construction and work-
ing of which he described in detail.

The hon. sec. also had on view a Townsend
wave -meter, and an instrument of his own
construction, both of which he also clearly
described.

Intending members should communicate with
the hon. sec., Mr. P. Sawyer, 55, Waterloo Road,
Southampton.

Hackney and District Radio Society:*
. The weekly meeting of the above society took
place at its clubroom at the Y.M.C.A., Mare
Street, E.8, on Thursday, May 17th, the chair
being taken by Mr. E. Cunningham, vice-
chairman of the society.

There was no foriall business before the
meeting, and the opportunity was seized of
holding a round -table conference with regard to
the various difficulties in -the society. Some
dissatisfaction was expressed at the fact that
the society's set had not yet been completed,
and a ding-dong discussion took place between
the various members of the technical committee
-who are in charge of the set-and other
members of the society. -

Finally, it was decided that the technical
committee-whose duties, hitherto, nominally
consisted of the charge of the set and the
arrangement of the programme-should now
confine itself solely to the construction, mainten-
ance, and improvement of the set. It was also
decided to place the programme arrangements
on a more satisfactory basis ; and_on the motion
of the chairman of the society, who arrived late,
seconded by Mr. Bell, it was decided to form a
programme or publicity committee, Some
twelve nominations were received for the
composition of this committee, and it was
decided that the election should take place two
weeks hence.

The chairman annpunced that the next
meeting of the society would consist of " Waist-
coat Pocket Lectures," a feature which was tried
with great success some weeks ago. Messrs.
Jenkins, Bell, A. H. Phillips, and Elman
promised to give pocket lecturettes. The
meeting than concluded.

Hon. sec., C. C. Phillips, 247, Evcring Rd E. 5.

Redhill and Reigate Radio Society.
On Thursday, May 17th, Mr. H. W. Pope,

A.M.I.R.E., gave an extremely interesting
lecture on " Telephones and Loud' Speakers"
to a good attendance of members. After
briefly describing the development- of the
telephone, Mr. Pope gave his audience several
useful methods of determining polarity of
telephones, and emphasised the necessity Of
having them connected to the correct poles of
the battery.

The question of high resistance versus low
resistance was also discussed, the lecturer
favouring low -resistance 'phones, especially
where a long lead between the 'phones and the
set is required.

Hon. sec., Mr. C. W. Johnson, 111, Station
Road, Redhill.

Radio. Association Eastern Branch.
At a meeting held on May 31st, at Radio

Rendezvous, Manor Park, Broadway, Prof.

P. -M. Baker, B.Sc., A..M.I.E.E.,
gave an instructive lecture, and was greatly
appreciated.

Hon. sec., W. E. Victor Bullimore, 2, Haig
Road, Plaistow.

London County Council White Hart Lane Estate
Welfare Association. Radio Section.
At our meeting, held on Monday, June 11th,

at Risley Avenue Schools, a very instructive
lecture and demonstration was given by one
of the members-Mr. Sheen-on the various
methods of tuning.

The society is now seeking affiliation to the
Radio Society of Great Britain.

Hon. see., E. L. Wing, 142, Roundway,
Lordship Lane, N. 17.

The Stratford -on -Avon and District Radio
Society.*
At a meeting of the society held on Monday,

June 4th, at headquarters, a, new circuit was

These two old people, Mr. and Mrs. Shearman,
of Poplar, celebrate their golden wedding by

listening -in.

tested. The results achieved on the circuit cer-
tainly justify the description " super -sensitive."

On Tuesday, The Beggar's Opera-brcad-
cast from the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith-
was received on the loud speaker with great
strength and clearness.

Hon. sec., E. W. Knight, 117, Park Road,
Stratford -on -Avon.

Raymald Wireless Club.
A meeting of the above club was held

recently at which an interesting lecture on
" Loss of insulation on Aerials " was delivered
by Mr. G. H. Brown.

Hon. sec., Mr. F. E. Baker.

ROMEO AND JULIET.
A Tragedy in five acts.

By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE:
To be broadcast from the London
station (2 L 0) at a date not fixed at

the time of going to press.

THE tragedy of the youthful lovers,
Romeo and Juliet, is perhaps one of
the best loved and the most beautiful

of all Shakespeare's plays. The story is
written round the two chief families in
Verona, the Capulets and the Montagues.

rT \ ,11 } 7; , out
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An ancient feud existed between these noble
houses, which at the time when the action
of the play takes place, had grown to such
alarming proportions that a servant of the
House of Montague could not meet a
Capulet servant without a passage of fierce
words and often bloodshed.

The old Lord Capulet, who was Juliet's
father, gave a great feast to  which all
corners were made welcome provided they
were not of the House of Montague. Romeo,
however, went masked, and there he met
Juliet, when they instantly fell in love, each
unconscious of the identity of the other.
Romeo was, however, recognised by Tybalt,
a nephew of Capulet's, who swore he would
be avenged for the vile intrusion of a
Montague.

The Friar's Poton.
When Romeo and Juliet discovered each

other's names, it did not serve to diminish
their love, but rather to increase it, and here
we have the famous balcony scene where
they exchanged their vows of love after
Lord Capulet's feast.. Romeo then consulted
a holy friar who had been a friend of both
Houses for many years, and asked him to
arrange his immediate marriage to Juliet.
On the day of the marriage, two friends of
Romeo's, Benvolio and Mercutio, were
walking in the streets of Verona, where they
were met by a party of Capulets, headed
by Tybalt. A quarrel ensued, in which
Mercutio was killed by Tybalt, and Tybalt
by Romeo. The result of this was that
Romeo was ordered to be banished from
Verona immediately.

Romeo took refuge in Friar Laurence's
cell, frantic with grief, and deaf to the
philosophic consolationsoffered by the good
Friar. At length the Friar persuaded him to
take leave of Juliet and fly to Mantua, during
which time the news of their marriage should
be announced, mad probably a reconciliation
made between the two families. Romeo
left Verona before daybreak, and this
was the beginning of the tragedy. Capulet
proposed that Juliet should marry Count
Paris, a gallant young nobleman, and de-
clined to accept her refusal. In her extreme
difficulty, Juliet consulted Friar Laurence,
who advised her to consent to marry Paris,
and the night before the marriage was to take
place lie vSould give her a potion to drink
which would render her, to all appearances,
lifeless for 48 hours.

Tragedy Causes Reunion.
She obeyed the Friar's instructions, and

the news of Juliet's supposed death,
travelling with all the customary speed of
evil tidings, reached Romeo. at Mantua,
before the Friar's messenger could arrive
to tell him that his beloved wife was lying
in the tomb for a few hours only.

,Romeo bought a deadly poison and set out
for Verona, determined to swallow it after
he had had a sight of Juliet in her tomb.
When he arrived at the tomb he found the
young Count Paris. A duel was fought,
in which Paris was killed. Then Romeo
took his last farewell of his beautiful lady
and swallowed the poison.

Juliet presently awoke out of her trance,
and seeing her dead husband by her side,
quickly drew a dagger and stabbed herself.

The whole tragic story was told to the
Capulets and the Montagues by the Friar,
and the two families, through the sorrows of,
their respective children, at last became
united.
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Basket Coils, our own line
Valves, soft. Ideal for detecting

hard  amplification ..
Variable Condensers. For Panel Mounting.

'001 lls. 6d.
'0005 9s. 6d.
'0003 7s. 6d.

Variometer, Crystal Sets ..
Brunet " Headphones, 4000 ohms. ..

" British B.B.C. 8000 ohms. £1 2
Sidpe 8000 ohms. £1 2 6

CATALOGUES FREE.

iVe (Marc:Wee there is nothing as good on Market, and remember, you can

The "NATIONAL" SUPER CRYSTAL SET
Is the ONE and ONLY which. Fteoceires

BROADCAST TELEPHONY up to 110 Miles
We have dozens
of Testimon:als.

PRIt.L :

£1-17-6

WE ARE RECEIVING BIRMINGHAM (105 MILES AWAY), r-
AND EACH SET IS TESTED ON BROADCASTING FROM THAT s

STATION, AT OUR ADDRESS BELOW, BEFORE DISPATCH.
-"II OUR AERIAL IS QUITE STANDARD AND ONLY 12 ft. ABOVE

BUILDINGS, SCEPTICS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO COME AND I

LISTEN -IN. RESULTS ARE EQUAL TO MANY 1 -VALVE SETS.- =MN NM =NM 1110. = =00

THE NATIONAL ONE -VALVE .1111111,1HER Pgr
Add it to our "Super" or your Crystal Set and it will

magnify signals about seven times.
This instrument is the same size and of same quality as

I our famous Super Crystal Set. The Transformer included
in its construction is of a reliable type.

- -Price £2 0 0 Stamped B.B.C. to/- extra
Accessories, if required; Accumulator, 4v. 4oa 17,6. Cossor Valve,

I 15/-,. 36v. H.T. Battery, 7, 6.
taw um Ism

Regd. Design, NATIONAL SUPER CRYSTAL.
G.P.O. No. 441. We have decided to execute RETAIL. Orders 31_

Stamped B.B.C. for our Wonderful Crystal, as fitted to our
7/6 extra. Super Crystal Sets. Price per specimen, lizir

Price of Complete Set, including Brown "F" I above complete with our Special Contact, 1 /9
'Phones; too ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire, 4 Insula-

tors, stamped B.B.C.- unly gr=it frOni as, as lee do not supply the trade-mindies ore too limdetIJ
1=0 =El 4=0 =NM Ga 0:0  NIM =NM£3 - 18 - 6 I We manufacture 8 Types of B.B.C. Sets. I

We can give IMIVEDIATE DELIVERY ILIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE. I

...  ....

G.P.O. No.3336

All Correspondence and Post Orders should be addressed to our Works -

The NATIONAL WIRELESS & ELECTRIC CO., 7a, Church Rd., Acton, London
Tel: Chiswick 2266. SHOIVR003IS: 77/79, CANNON STREET, E.C.4. W.3.

rDEPENDABLE RADIO SERVICE,'
s.

Aerial Wire 7;22 hard drawn copper. 100 feet .. 2
Insulators, Reel 1!,d., Egg 3d., Shell .. 0
Batteries, Flash Lamp, 4'5 volts, for H.T., per doz. 3
Coil Holders 2 Way } Extraordinary Value 8..

6

 Plugs. Universal fitting. .. is. 3d. and 1
Crystal Detectors, mounted on ebonite .. 2

Glass covered, nickel finish .. .. 4
Filament Resistances .. 2s. 6d., 3s. Od., and 3

Scale, Ivorine, Circular .. 1

Inductance Tubes wound 24 Enamel, 12" ;< 4" .. .. 3 6
9 x 3r, 6" x 3" 3s. and 2 6

Lead-in Tubes .. 6" ls. 3d., 9" ls. 6d., 12' 1 9
Insulating Sleeving .. per yd. 0 5
Knobs, Ebonite, 2 B.A. Bushed .. 0 4
Terminals, War Office, with nuts .. .. per doz. 1 6

Telephone, 2 0
Valve Holders, screwed legs and nuts ls 1 6
Fixed Condensers .. each 1 3
Variometers, silk wound, Ebonite dial and knob.. .. 4 6
Transformers, Intervalve 12s. 6d., 14s., and 16 6

.. set of 6 2 6
10 6
11 6

In Celluloid Case.
15s. Od.
13s. Od.
lls. Od.

complete 10 0
£1 2 6

6 4000 £1 0 0
4000 £1 0 0

WATERLOO ELECTRIC Co., Ltd

d.
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
0
6
0

 ,
129, Waterloo Rd., London, S.E. 1
Closed Thursdays 1 p.m., Saturdays 9 p.m.; other days 8 p.m.

NOTICE
to all engaged in

FENGINEERING_,

Dictionary
LosialknOttiCTcLOPMeg

ttttt cot.ea,

'DICTIONARY OF
ENGINEERING
CIVIL. MECHANICAL
ELECTFOCALmoToci.

LTC ETC -

PART I.
f0,1

FREE.

To extend the name of the Bennett College to everyone I

engaged in the different branches of Engineering, we
are .publishing an Illustrated Dictionary of
Engineering, in about 24 monthly parts. You cart
have each monthly part as it comes out.

FREE -3d. Postage only to pay.
The Dictionary is free to those engaged in any of the
following trades Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Elec-
trical, Structural, Motor, Sanitary, Boiler, Internal

 Combustion, Draughtsmanship, Marine, Shipbuilding.
Naval Architecture, Building, Architecture, Quantity
Surveying, Aviation, Chemistry, Foundry Work, Metal-
lurgy, Matriculation, Mining, Surveying and Levelling,
Telegraphy, Telephony, Wireless, and the conditions aro
that you send your name and address, your age and
occupation, with three penny stamps (to cover postage),
writing your name and address very clearly. We shall
then place your name on our Free List and send you
Part I at once. The others will be forwarded as
issued. Address your application fully to :

(Do not fail to give
the particulars re-
quired and use this

--full address.)

Department D 106,
The Bennett College,
Sheffield.
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RADIOTORIAL.
All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The neetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

In this issue of POPULAR WIRELESS there are
several items worthy of the closest attention. The
article by Lt. -Col. Chetwode-Crawley on " Monopoly
In Wireless " deals with a subject that has always
proved both contentious and interesting not only
in wireless, but in many other directions where

control " or monopoly " is anticipated or has
been applied. The interview with Senatore Marconi
is of absorbing interest, as always is any record of
the activities of this energetic, great experimenter
and inventor. Then there is an article by Sir Oliver
Lodge, in which he draws attention to a point in
apparatus specification that may well be described
as of a very serious nature. Manchester and Bir-
mingham readers will notice the inclusion of topical
articles dealing with their respective broadcasting
stations. In connection with such items as these
I have great pleasure in announcing that Major A.
Corbett Smith, the director of the Cardiff station,
has promised to contribute articles at regular intervals,
dealing with the work of the Cardiff station. There
are several other interesting features shortly to appear,
but of them, more anon.

The other day I had the pleasure of listening -in
on the P.W. Combination Set. It is a most remarkable
piece of apparatus, and of apparently so simple a
nature that it is well within the scope of any amateur
constructor. The results obtainable are extraordinary,
and, more wonderful still, there is not the slightest
sign of " howling." And the adjustments are so
simple that it will form an ideal " household " set.
The construction of this receiver will be described in
detail in subsequent issues of POPULAR WIRELESS
-the short series of articles being followed by another,
in which a member of the technical staff will describe
the results obtained with the author's model, hints
on its manipulation, and a few suggestions concerning
some useful modifications. I am sure all my readers
who consider the set worthy of construction will
feel amply repaid by the results which they will obtain.
After all, the proof of the pudding is the eating."
The technical staff and myself have " eaten," and
the unanimous opinion is that, in the words of my
Technical Editor, It is a super without the  soup.'
" Soup," I discover, is a term expressive of anything
in the nature of a tendency to - howl."

THE EDITOR.

Owing to the enormous number of queries
received daily from readers of POPULAR
.WIRELESS, I have temporarily decided to limit
the number of questions sent in by one reader to
three. Readers are asked to keep their questions
as short and as concise as possible in order that
the minimum of delay can be exercised in answer-
ing queries. Until further notice three questions
from one reader will be the limit for one letter.
All questions should be addressed to POPULAR
WIRELESS Queries Department, Room 138, Fleet.
way House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Readers are requested to send the necessary
postage for reply.

The Editor desires to direct the atten-
tion of his readers to the fact that, as
much of the information given in the
columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent
developments in the Radio world, some of
the arrangements and specialities de-
scribed may be the  subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and trader would
be well advised to obtain permission of
the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

UEEIONS

ANSWERS

T. A. L. (Whittingham).-What are the
details of construction essential in the Reinartz
finer ?

duels details have appenred several times before in
these columns. The information included to the

diagram (herewith repeated) are quite comprehensive.
The coils Ll and L2 are wound continuously on the
one former, the winding being broken at point 2 on
the 5 -tap switch.
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J. S. D. (London, W.).1 --How do I use a
potentiometer with one valve instead of a
grid leak ? Is such an" arrangement efficient,
and does it cause amplification ? -

The accompanying diagram shows how the
potentiometer should be connected up. Grid ,control
is more suitable for amplifying stages, although it can
be used in detector circuits. We would prefer to see
it employed supplementarily to the orthodox grid

3.5

X  N:xile Jaye.
-sows 33
rnion.14 3'

- tla Hon.'

' leak and condenser in any case. By biassing the grid
suitably, the receptive sensitivity of the Valve can
be increased slightly, although. it can hardly be
termed amplification in the ordinary sense of the
word.

* *

" Novice " (Bray).-What is the action of
the grid in a three -electrode valve ?

The action of the grid may be explained briefly as
follows : If the grid be given a negative charge, it
will repel electrons emitted by the filament and reduce
the number reaching the plate, or even entirely
prevent the flow. If, however, the grid receives a
positive charge, it will attract the emitted electrons,
which will obtain a high velocity, allowing them to
pass through the openings in the grid to the plate,
thus increasing the plate current.

(Continued on page 762.)

AMERICA COMES IN STRONGLY ON THE LATEST DOUBLE -DOUBLE
DUAL-SUPER-FLEWELARMSTRONG 50 C.P. RECEIVER.
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pm-HULLO -EVERYBODYI
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ASSEMBLED AS ILLUSTRATED
Drilled Ebonite Ends to fix yourself 1 /- per pair extra

Approx. Cap. No. of
in Mfd. Plates Price

'001 57 6/6
'0005 29 4/6
0003 19 3/3
0002 13 2/6
0001 7 2/3
Vernier... 3 1 /9

NOT THROWN TOGETHER.
COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED AS
-Ix -001

0005
0003
0002
0001
Vernier

With Circular Ends 1/- extra

SHOWN

8-
5/11
4/11
3/11
3,6
3/3

on above prices.

ALL ORDERS BY POST MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
BY 9d. PER SET EXTRA -OTHERWISE NOT

EXECUTED -AS GOODS ARE SO CHEAP.

To Callers 10, in the 1/- off Condensers.

" BRUNET " FRENCH PHONES
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

4,000 ohms (different headbands) . . . . 22/6 and 25/-
B.B.C. Phones, best quality . . . . (post 1/-) 19/6
T.M.C., 4,000 ohms, stamped B.B C 24/6 pair.

(Phones supplied by T.M.C. themselves, taken from expensive sets to clear.)
WONDERFUL PHONES, double To callers By post

receivers, 6,000 ohms, very loud 15/11 nett, 16/11
They want some beating for Value.

ON 11:11 A IF, S14. 17 11J Ft 130 11111) SUNDAY
SPECYAL CHEAP /PELYCJE S TO CALLERS

POST ORDERS must have correct
postage included to cover our over-
head charges. ORDERS OVER
20;- post free.

Callers ld. in the 1 Discount off
all goods in the window (not marked
nett) also on this list.

Cheap prices to Radio Clubs.

Rubber Leadin Wire (good); 12 yds., 1/9. -By post, 2/6.
Bell Wire, 12 yds., 8d. By post, 1/- dozen.
Twin Flex, 12 yds., 1/9. By post, 2/- dozen.
Switch Arms, 10d., 11., 1/3,1/6. Post, 6d. each extra.
Rotax Accumulators, 4 v. 40 amp., 17/-. Carriage, 2/

each.
Fixed Condensers. Good Value. 11d., 1/3.- Post, 6d.

each extra.
H.T. Batteries, 60 volt, 9/-. Carriage, 2/- each.
H.T. Batteries, 15 volt, 2/6. Carriage, 1/- each.
Ebonite Valve Holders, led., 1/-, 1/3. Post, 6d. each

extra.
Basket Coils, " Oojah," set of 7, 5/.. By post, 6f- set.
Basket Coils, 2/4 and 3/. set of 6. Post, 6d. extra.
Insulated Sleeving, 5d. and 6d. length.
Crystals (Mounted), Ilertzite; 1/-. By post, 1/6.
Crystal Detectors, 071 ebonite, 1/5. By post, 2/..
Perikon Detectors, enclosed with 2 crystals, 2/4. By

post, 3/3.
Perikon Detectors, suit expensive set, 3/9. By post, 4/6.
Enclosed Detectors, 1/8, 2/9, 3/6, 3/8. Post, 1/. each

extra.
Valve Pins, slotted, 7d. doz., By post, 1/-.
Aluminium Vanes, 22 gauge, 6d. doz. By post, 9d. doz.
Tapped Coils on Ebonite, 10 tappings, broadcasting

size, price 2/6. Post, 1/- each extra.
S.P.D.T. Switches on Ebonite, 1/9, 2/6 each. Post, 9d.
D.P.D.T. I I 2/6, 3/6 each. Post, 9d.
Accumulators, 6 v. CO a., absolutely the best, 35/-.

Carriage, 2/- extra.
Slider Knob and Plunger, 3d. By post, 7d. each.
Terminals, W.O., Telephone, P.O. and all patterns,

including nut's and washers, not junk, 2 for 3d.,
1/6 doz. By post, 1/- doz. extra.

Aerial Wire, 100 ft., 7/22, 2/1). By post, 3/3 hank.
Intervalve Transformers, very best, 25/.. Also 12/8

each, 16/-'20/. each. Post, 1/. each extra.
Knobs, hushed 2 B.A. (best), 3d. each. By post, Id.
3 Way Coil Holders, Ebonite and brass fittings, 7/8.

Post, 1/- coca extra.
Dubilier Condensers, at usual prices.
Telephone Transformers (R.I.), 20/. Post, 1/6.
H.T. Batteries, 30 volt, 4/6; 30 volt, 5/, Post, 1/- each

extra.
Telephone Leads, long, 1/.. Post, 6d. extra.
Filament Resistances, 1/6, 1/8, 21-, 2/6, 3/. Post, 9d.

each extra.
Transformers, L.P. (Radio Instruments, Ltd.), 25/,

Post, 1/..

D.C.C. WIRE STOCKED
22, 24, 26, 28 gauge.

Wound Coils, 6 x 3, Turns 180 W.L. 1,100, 1/8.
Wound Coils, 12 x 4, Turns 400 W.L. 3,800, 2/8.
66 v. Batteries, 2 plugs, nett, 8/3. Post, 1/6 each.
Marconi R. Valves, B.B.C., nett, 13/3. Post, 1/..
variorneters, W.L. 256 760 (the goods), 3/9. Post, 9d.

TRADE SUPPLIED
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STACCERINC PRICES!
FOR GUARANTEED ARTICLES

If the quality does not entirely
satisfy - return the goods !

A fere items for your comparison.
Fined Condensers, any cap. doz. 7/6
Coil -Holder Sockets doz. 6/6
Two-way Coil -Holders on Ebonite each 31
Three-way Coil -Holders on Ebonite each 5 6
Crystal Cups, I ,erews ' doz. 12/6
Glass -covered Perikon Detectors each 2/6
Crystal Detectors, Brass doz. 12/6
Crystal Detectors, Nickel -plated doz. 15/ -
Ebonite, in sheet lb. 3/6
Filament Resistances doz. 20/
Crid Leak and Condensers doz. 17/6
Batteries, 15 vt., 2/4; 36 vt., 5/6; 60 vt.,

9111; 4 vt. doz. 3' -
Headphones, " Pival,". 4,000 ohms pair 16, 9
Wound Coils, 12 in. x 4 in., 2/6; 11 in. x

3 in., 2;5; 9 in; z..3 in. 2/4
Insulated Tape, i lb. rolls doz. 5/ -
Insulators, Green Shell,- 2/2 doz.; Green

Egg, 1/6 doz.; Reels - doz. 1/3
Ivorine Scales, engraved white ivorine doz. 1/6
Knobs, tapped. 2 BA. brass bush, lst.qual. 2/3
Crystal Detector Parts, in envelope doz. 9/ -
Leading -in Tubes, 6 in., 8/-; 9 in , 9/-;

12 in. doz. 10/ -
Pointers, 6d. doz. gross 4/6
Slider Rods, 6 in. and 9 in., 3/. doz ; 12 in. 3/3
Indoor Rubber Aerial, 23/36 yard 2d.
Sliders & Plungers, complete, 2d. ea , gross 21/.
Spacing Washers, large, 1/9 gross; small 1/-

1 Insulated Sleeving doz. lengths 4/6
Switch Arms, 4 lam.; wonderful line...doz. 7/6
Switches, S.P.S.T., 10/- doz.; S.P.D.T., .- -

14/-; D.P.S.T.,18/-; D.P D.T. 26/6
Tablets, Earth Aerial, etc: . gross 6/-
Transformers, Low -frequency intervalve,

ratio approx. 5 to 1 each 9/9
Valve -Holders, Ebonite, with nuts doz. 10/,
Ediswan Valves 12/11
Valve -Legs, Nut and Washer  gross 6/6
Contact Studs, Nut and Washer gross 4/ -
Contact Stops  gross 4/ -
Wound Variometers each 3/ -
Nuts, 2 BA, 2/-; 4/5 BA, 1/6; 6 BA, 1/5;
Washers, all BA's gross 6d.
Earthing Clips, 1 in., 2/6 doz.; ,11 in , doz. 2 -

Basket Coils, " Oojah," 3/6 set; " Bee " 2 3
Insulated Hooks doz. 1 -

Brass Studding, 2;3, 4;5 BA gross 21 -

Jack and Plug each 1/6
Dewar Switches each 4/ -
'Phone Cords doz. 10/6
Spring Coil Washers gross 2/6
Terminals, W.0.. 15/-; Telephone 14/.
Pillar (all with N. and W.) gross 15/ -
Lightning Arresters doz. 18/ -
Cat's -whiskers, in packets gross 18/ -
Ebonite Dials, 0-180 doz. 11/ -IT PAYS TO GO TO

Sena fur free list from
Radio Stocks, Ltd.

Radio House,
89, NEWMAN STREET,

LONDON.
And at :44a, Cranbourne St. Leicester Square, W.
'Phone : Museum 4213. RegeNA 4790.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued -from page 760.)

C. C. A. (Liverpool).-Do the words
" Diplex " and " Duplex ' both mean that a
station can send and receive at the same time ?

This is a question that frequently arises in various
forms, and it must be admitted that the similarity in
the spelling of the two words is so great that confusion
is inevitable. Diplex indicates the capability of one
station, wireless, line, or cable, to receive or transmit
two messages simultaneously, while " Duplex "
working consists of one station _transmitting and
receiving simultaneously. Diplex, one di-rection,
two messages, Duplex " tu- " directions, two mes-
sages, is the euphonic method adopted by some
students in memorising the meaning of these two
swords,

5

D. N. (Bournemouth).-I have constructed
the FleWelling circuit which appeared in "F.W."
dated May 5th, but find that when receiving
telephony I cannot get rid of the whistling
sound in the 'phones. HoW can I accom-
plish this ?

We are afraid that it is impossible to entirely
eliminate this whistling, which, however, can be
brought to a minimum by careful manipulation of

!the variable grid leak. It can be brought to such a
high note that it is hardly noticed, and seems almost
of sufficient frequency to reach inaudibility.,

OLD STAGER " (Holyhead).-As I am
near the sea and get plenty. of Morse, I intend
making experiments with a " magnetic
detector." What is the principle involved in
this ? How does the coherer work ?
' The magnetic detector was constructed with an
endless loop, formed of fine iron wires wound together
and made to revolve by slow clockwork in front of the
poles of a pair of horseshoe -shaped permanent
magnets. Round the moving iron wire at one point
ware arranged two small coils, one in circuit with the
aerial and one in circuit with the telephones. The
high -frequency oscillations from the aerial assisted
the magnetisation of the wire, which, in turn, induced
a current in the -coil in circuit with the telephones,
and thus the Morse code transmitted became audible.

The coherer was primarily a glass tube loosely
tilled with a mixture of metallic filings, which would
not conduct much electric current if placed in series
with a cell and a galvanometer, but if an electric
spark was made near it, the conductivity soddenly
increased. This effect was due to rapid Oscillations
taking place through the filings. At its best this
device as a detector of wireless signals was slow and
uncertain in its action, and we do not advise its use
it satisfactory results arc expected.

* *
W. R. (Norwich).-In the case of calculating

the wave-length of an aerial and coil when
there are two condensers in series with the
aerial, but in parallelwith one another, how
is the calculation effected ?

The usual formula still holds good-namely,
X - 1885 ,s/iL  X C where L and C are in micro -
henries and microfarads respectively. 'In this cage,
however,C is the resultant capacity of the whole aerial
circuit, taking into consideration the capacity- of
the aerial, the capacity. of the two condensers and
the capacity of the tuning coil and earth. The
capacity of an average -aerial system can he taken
as about .0002; to :0003 mfd., including the self -
capacity of the tuning coils and the earth wire. In
the case of the _two condensers, you must calculate
their resultant capacity (C), and then again cal-
culate the resultant capacity of the whole system.
The two condensers are in parallel with one another.
and so their combined capacity will -he the stuff of
their Individual capacities. Thus, if the two con-
densers are .0005 mfd. and s0001 mfd. respectively,
the resultant capacity will be .0000 mid. Now, this
.0006 mid. is in series with the aerial circuit, wipe
capacity will be about .0003 mfd., if it Is fair-sized
aerial about 25 ft up. .

To find the total capacity of the aerial system we
must calculate the resultant capacity of the con-
densers and of the aerial, in series with one another.
Thus we have .0006 mid. In series with .0003 mfd.
This will not give .0009 mid, as is so often thought,
but will give an answer far below this. The formula
to use for working out this is 1 1 y 1

when K is the resultant, capacity and. K, and K.,
the respective values of the two capacities. We

therefore have - x which

1works out to give K '0002
so that K-.0002,mfd.

(Continued on page 764.)

Add E.F. to your Set
and bring in the dis.
tant stations. R.F.
is the  most efficient
form of amplification.
It will give you power.
range and selectivity
far beyond the present
capacity of your set.
And the Radiax Sys-
tem enables you to
use safe Reactance.
Radiax H.F..Unit in

parts. 10/6; completed. 28/6. Condenser for tuning
anode parts,11/6 f completed. MA H.F. Transformers
or anode coils from fill. Variable Reactance coils, 10/-.

Any set needing alteration will be
altered and 11.F. terminals put in
by us at a cost of 10/8. If reaction
terminals also required, 13/6.
Send 3d. stamps for our Catalogue
of. long and- short rans-e sets,
Unit System and all components.
RADIAX Ltd.10.Radio House.Perey
St ,Tottenham Ct. Rd.,London, W.1

lelepliose: Museum 499.

RAD=MINK
WE SATISFY YOU

MARCONI SCIENTIFIC CABINET,
5 -valve Broadcast Receiver, --very latest model.
Purchased new this month. Cost £68 5s. Perfect
and unmarked. Accept £45.-GRAHAM, 66, West End
Lane, N .W.6. 'Phone appointment, Hampstead 8860.

--,--ACCUMULATORS
BRAND NEW.

4 Volts. 40 A.H. (Ignition) 18/-
4 60 ,, 21/6
6 40
6 60 32/3

Carriage Paid. 27 /'
D UT TON S (Southport) LTD.
MARLBORO ROAD, SOUTHPORT.

-BEST DUTCH VALVES, 7 6 EACH
01,11 le, 10 thole,

Trade terms on application. 'Phone: Regent 1791. i

HARRIS -RUSSELL LTD. 16..74:1R.a.PV.i!`,.

1

CRYSTALS.
Hertzite, Electronite, Permanite, Talite,

Zincite, Copper -Pyrites, Galena, Bornite,
Silicon, etc. Wholesale only. Delivery front stock.-THE AMAX CRYSTAL CO., Red Lion
House, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

FOLLOW THE CROWD
BOUND EACH DAY FOR

SPENCER'S STORES
4-5, MASON'S AVENUE,
BASINGHALL STREET,

LONDON, E.G. 2 : :

SPECIAL OFFER.
FRENCH PHONES-Guaranteed-12/8:

PRICE LIST POST FREE.

ABSOLUTELY INCOMPARABLE PRICES
L. F. Transformers (Ratio 5 to 1) .. .. ll'3 each
Switch Arms .. 9* ea. Slider Knobs with
Filament Resistance Spring & Plunger aid. 

1110 & 2,- '001, n02, & '003 fixed
Genuine Hertzite 9d. Condensers .. 6d. 
Gold Cat's -whiskers 2d. 
2 -Valve Set, less Valves, suitable for Loud Speaker,

Price One. Guinea
Sind far one Bargain List. Trade &ivied.Phoenix Wire le an Supplies

308, High Road, Lee, S.E.13.
issossaew 'Phone : Lee Green 111V........."0"...

RECEPTITE
The guaranteed crystal for loud signals and
clear tones. Sensitive 'on every point; no ad.
fustment needed. The Secretary of a Radio
Society writes: " Your strystal is all you
advertise. It gives excellent results on 2 pairs
'phones, 20 mileic from 2L 0, without ampli-
fication. Receptite is without doubt the best
detector." In boxes 1/- & 116 -

COOK & Co., 76, Estcourt Road, S.E.25.
Trade enquiries invited Jur all eryNtals.

WE INSIST ON BEING THE

1

cheapest in England for Wound Coils and Wire.
less Accessories. Coils, 6 in. by 2 in., 1 / - ; 6 in.
by 3 in., 1 / 3; 11 in. by 3 in., 2/3. Adjustable
Crystal Detector on Ebonite, 1/- and1 / 3. Glass
Detector on Ebonite, 2/- eaels. Detector Pillars,

51d. each. Lowest prices. List Veer.
SCIENTIFIC & RADIO ACCESSORIES,
43. Hare Street, Bethnal Green, London, E.2.
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Reliable goods at less
Prices (to the Public)

Tuning for Efficiency
Do not think of building into your new Set
layer type of inductance, whose bulk was

The new LISSEN TUNER is not an
ordinary single layer inductance. It is wound so
as to combine greatest inductance with lowest
H.F. resistance .and least distributed capacity -
no " dead end " losses -wide range -convenient
size -these] are all features that make the
perfect tuner. Used with the LISSEN RE -

'GENERATIVE REACTANCE (the new H.F,
amplifier, price 2/12/6), it will cut out 2 L 0.
It is complete with an Ix -point switch already
mounted and connected. There are no taps to
solder -no switch to connect -no complications -
panel or table mounting without alteration -an
engraved dial -usual LISSEN ONE -HOLE
FIXING -simply mount and connect in circuit,
only a minutes' work. Length only 4 in., diam.
4 in. Range 15o to 4,000 metres when used with
a .0005 condenser (for preference use the LISSEN
MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER, .0006 max.
capacity, price 17/6). Price 22/6 -also can
be used as a highly efficient Anode Coil.

ITS EFFICIENCY IS IN THE LISSEN MULTI -WINDING. ITS CONVENIENCE IS IN
THE DESIGN. ITS PRICE MAKES IT NO LONGER DESIRABLE TO WIND YOUR OWN.

GET THE MOST OUT OF THE ETHER by using
the following LISSEN equipment also :-
LISSEN MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER, small changes in
capacity for given scale movements on the lower readings -
price 17/6. Max. capacity .0006. Very gradual and improved
tuning,

LISSEN VERNIER CONDENSER, specially designed for
fine tuning in H.F. Circuits. Price 12/6. Barely x in. in
diameter. LISSEN ONE -HOLE. FIXING.

LISSEN TYPE Tr DISTORTIONLESS TRANSFORMER
gives beautiful amplification in a background of absolute
silence. Price 30/,

the old plain wound, single
proportionate to its range

LISSENSTAT CONTROL OF VALVES -
WHAT IT DOES -
The LISSENSTAT is a new device for the perfect
control of filament current which utilises the
tuning characteristics of the Detector Valve-
LISSENSTAT control of  filament current gives
greatly improved control of fine detection, so
absolutely essential in tuning -in on long distance
reception. The regular rheostat is jerky, noisy,
fluctuating in its control. It sets up noises in
your detector valve without your knowing it.
The LISSENSTAT gives smooth, finely graduated
noiseless control. It permits getting on the very
spot necessary for perfect reception. It extends
the range of a receiver. It saves your valves and
its own cost many times over, because with the LISSENSTAT it is impossible
to throw a heavy current on to the delicate filament of the valve. The life of
the valve is therefore lengthened often one-third to one-half. It has an off
position, Price 7/6.

ANY GOOD RADIO DEALER WILL SHOW YOU THESE. IF HE
CANNOT, TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE. SEND DIRECT TO FACTORY,
POST FREE, AND GOODS WILL BE IMMEDIATELY DESPATCHED
DEALERS Please order a few days ahead, through factor, or direct-

LISSEN COMPANY
8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush,
LONDON, W.12 'Phone: 1072 Hammersmith
N.H.-Close to Goldhawk Rd. Station (Met.), Shepherd's Bush (Central London)

or Hammersmith Tube.
Each piece of LISSEN APPARATUS has some DISTINCTIVE FEATURE

WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! WIRELESS ! and EVERYTHING for it.
DON'T PAY MORE !we insist on being the

NOTE, We are exclusively WIRELESS aNOT DABBLERS!

than so-called Wholesale Pioneers of
" DON'T BE BLUFFED." Cheap Prices.

ERICSSON genuine French, stamped by WASHERS, 4 B.A, per doz. Id.
the maker's name, 4,000 ohms. Don't pay WASHERS, 2 B.A per doz. lid.

. 32 / -. Our price 19/8 FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth- BRUNET, genuine, 4,000 ohms. Our price 17 / 11 action, marvellous value 2/.SIDPE HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms, =With engraved dials 2 / 11genuine, our price 15/6 CONTACT STUDS, with nuts andTHOMSON HOUSTON HEADPHONES, washers per doz. 5d.
(French) 4,000 ohms, our price 18/11 STOPS, with nuts per doz. 7d.BROWN'S FEATHERWEIGHT HEAD- TERMINALS, with nut & washers,PHONES, 4,000 ohms, our price 26 / 6 each 14., lid. & 2d.MARCONI R. VALVES 12 / 3 EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A., each ljel.,3d.&4d.MULLARD " ORA " VALVES . ...... 12/9 SPACING' WASHERS, large per doz.

DUTCH VALVES - - 8 / 3 SPACING WASHERS, small per doz. 1 d.
EDISWAN VALVES - 12 j 3 CRYSTAL CUPS, 2 screw each 1 .L.F.(All Guaranteed New). CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 screw each 2d.

. TRANSFORMERS, Ratio 5 to 1. FIXED CONDENSERS, all capacities,each llid.
All guaranteed. (Postage 11.1 each 11 / 3 EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery

CRYSTAL DETECTORS, Adjustable 1 j 31 while you wait per lb. 3 i 6
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts Se

glass case ' - 2/6, 2/3, 1 / 11 washer, each lid per doz. 1/4
SWITCH ARMS, beet quality 944. W. 0. TERMINALS, nuts & washer.
AERIAL WIRE, 7 / 22, guaranteed hard- each 2d per doz. 1/9

drawn copper, 100 it. (postage 11-) 2I. PANEL BUSHES, drilled, each 11d.,
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving, per dos 1 / 4

per doz. 31.1. TOP CONDENSER, bushes, each 14.;Real Gold Cat's Whiskers each 2d. per doz. 11d.
per doz. 1/8 BOTTOM CONDENSER, bushes. each

CONDENSERSCALES. 0 to 180...each 3id. 14 per doz. 9d.
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different VALVE LEGS, nut * washer, each 14.;

readings the set 7/4. per doz. 10d.
..,1DATTERIES, 41 volt, 3d. each doz. 2/9 VALVE PINS, nut & washer, each 14.;NUTS, 2 B.A. per doz. 21,1. per duo 9d.
:i4UTS, 4, 5, 6 & 8 B.A per doz. 2d. - PLUNGER SPRINGS, complete.......each id.II .

SLIDER ROD, brass, 13 in. long, i in.
square, drilled each 314. -

SLIDER  KNOB,. .. .....................-. ... --each ad.
SWITCHES. ON EBONITE,911".S.T:

(quality the best) , each, 1/6
SWITCHES ON E,RONI__ TE, S.P D.T.'(quality the bescieach 1/11
SWITCHES ON EBONITE. D.F.D.T.

(quality thh: best) ' ' each 2/9
CONDENSER SPINDLES, all sizes in

stock, from - each 114. -

SCREWED,ROD, 2 B.A., 12 in. long,
each 3d.

SCREWED _ROD. 4 .BA., 12. 111 long,

RUBBER -INSULATED LEADING -IN
WIRE per yard 11d.

INSULATORS, white reel, 2 in., eachlid Der doz( 1 / 4
INSULATORS, white Egg, each 2d.,

1 / 9szleprreclIoAaL
HERTZITIll CRYSTAL, -large piece -

acWagO0UINdO. INDUCTION COILS (peoeth- 16".

12 x 4 '9 x 4 8 x6 --x3 6' x 2
2/8 2/5 2 / 2._ 1 /11 . 1 / 8

TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20
tappings.wound to 1,600 metres ' each 2/ 11

VARIOMETERS (Tube Type) -complete
with knob 3411

DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length 1 / 4-1
BELL WIRE, tinned copper, 12 -yds ,6d.

" ELKAY " WIRELESS 00s, 225, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Half -day closing, Saturdays. Trade Supplied. Send for New Trade List.

,,fpen Sunday: 11-2.30. Please remit ample postage. Note new Telephone No.: Central 8544.
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IF you have had your application
for an Experimental Licence

refused, it is probably because
you do not know the Post Office
requirements. The object of this
new Book is to explain exactly
what you have to know and the
requirements you have to fulfil
before the Licence can be granted.
Remember that an Experimenter's
Licence will always grant you far
rear liberty than a Constructor'stwel.eveniftletteissued.

Get a copy of this Book -it is the first
step towards legalising your position.

Published by:

RADIO PRESS LTD.,
DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND,

W.C.2.
1,1'. direct
Post Free.

Wireless Licences
fihow to obtain them
ACCUMULATORS. ETC.

NEW AND GUARANTEED.
4 -Volt, 25 -Amp Celluloid 11/3. Postagel/.
4 Volt, 40 - Amp.. 1716 66- Volt, 40 - Amp., 25/6
4 .. 60 21 /3 6
4 80 27 / - 6
4 100 ., 33/- 6 100 45/

Packing 1/6 extra. Packing 2/. extra.
B T H "R'Valves
36 -Volt. H.T.Battery Eel eaen 8/6. Postage l/-.
60 14/,

' .

1

Cash with order. Goods despatched per return.
LOWILE & SONS, LTD.. NORTHAMPTON.

TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. PATENT YOURINVENTIONS.
They mar prove very valuable. Particulars and consulta-
tions free. BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1. *Mal).
lisped 1840. Telephone : 'Chancery 7547.

--- Beginner's Guide to Wireless
Explains, in plain everyday language, everythlog
you wish to know about Wireless Telegraphy.
HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT, AND MAKE
the apparatus required, and full instructions
for making coils, tuners, and complete valve
and crystal sets. Instructions and diagrams
for a two -valve receiver are alone worth four
times cost of the book. 112 pages, price 1s.,
post free.-SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 14),

South Shore, Blackpool

[-Brand new, best British make, at
much lower prices than elsewhere

SMYTH, LTD., 53, MUSEUM ST.,BLOOMSBURY,W.C.

ACCUMULATORS-
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PLEASE 132 sure to
mention " Popular
Wireless when

communicating wit h
Advertisers. ::

Tius, then, is the capacity C to -be used in the formula
X 1885 +.,/ L x C. With regard to the inductance,
taking that of the aerial as about 15 microhenries,

plus the inductance of your coil, will give You L'
for the above formula.

"DUALAMP " (Mill Hill).-I intend to con-
struct a dual amplification set, using one valve
and crystal. Do I need an H.F. transformer ?

An II.F, transformer is not necessary as the crystal
circuit can be timed by means of a basket or slider
coil, and attached directly to the plate circuit. You
need an E.F. transformer, however, whose primary
should be connected with the plate -crystal circuit,
and whose secondary, shunted by a .0003 mfd. con-
denser, should be connected between E.T. negative
and the earth connection of the tuning coll. A useful
circuit is given on page 710 of POPULAR WIRELESS
of Tune 30th.

,(0112ESPONDENCE

To thethe Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
DEAR SIR,-With reference to -recent cor-

respondence in your columns on the subject
of long-distance crystal receptions, I do not
know whether it will be of interest to your

to know that I have found it
possible on most days to receive the concerts
from Eiffel Tower on a single crystal re-
ceiver. The reception is sufficiently clear
for the songs to be easily recognised ; the
pianoforte is also reasonably clear, and the
conversation distinct.

At first I used a valve for the purpose
of tuning, switching the coils afterwards on
to the crystal. Yesterday, however, I was
able to tune in on the crystal alone.- The
circuits used are the ordinary cirtuits,
using primary and secondary coils.

Yours, etc.,
ROBERT BURRELL.

10, Grosvenor Gardens,
Willesden Green.

N.W.2.
June 19th, 1923.

To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Stu., --It may be interesting to owners of
crystal sets to know that it is possible to
get the time signal from P 0 Z (Nauen
1 a.m. (British summer time). I get this
regularly, the actual starting time of this
signal being 12.55 a.m. (B.S.T.).

My set is a simple home-made one of the
sliding inductance type.

I use a Hertzite crystal, and a fuse wire
cat's -whisker.

The wave -length is 3,100 metres, and
although there is some interference by a
station working on C.W., P 0 Z is quite
distinct.

This is no freak, because I get it whenever
I feel disposed.

Has any other reader received from
P 0 Z on a crystal only ? Or does this
particular reception constitute a record
for a crystal set ?

Yours faithfully,
" BIRDCAGE."

9, Beck Road,
Hackney, N.E.

June 20th, 1923.

RECENT WIRELESS
INVENTIONS.

The following abstracts are specially con-
tributed by Mr. Harold J. C. Forrester,
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Patent

Agents, 88-90, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

Grant of the following patents can Ibe
opposed and printed copies of ',the full
specifications obtained.

196,678.-E. Y. ROBINSON. -
VALVES.-In a valve in which the
anode surrounds the cathode a coil is placed
within or at the ends of the anode and
produces a magnetic field for controlling
the space current.

196,929.-AKT. G E S. B R 0 W N,
B O V E R I ET CIE.-CONVERTING

URRENTS.-Direct current free from
higher harmonics is obtained by inserting a
transformer in the D.C. circuit, the secondary
producing a voltage of oppoSite sign but
similar amplitude and frequency to the
high harmonic, and the primary being
connected across the rectifier cathode and
neutral point of the main transformer.

196;986.-C. B. KERSTING.-IN-
DUCTANCES.-Coils are made by wind-
ing wire upon pegs fixed in a board ;
certain pegs being missed in each turn.
A condenser may be fitted upon the board.

197,077.-J. B. BOLITHO.-RE-
CEIVING SYSTEMS.-For reducing or
eliminating interference, etc. Two tuned
receiving circuits or two branches of a
single circuit are arranged so that one
passes both signals and interferences, and
the other only the interferences. The
outputs are then combined, so that the
interferences neutralise, and only the signals
are passed to the receiver.

' 197,098.-H. J. WARNER & T. H.
KINMAN.-SIGNALLING.-In combined
signalling and receiving sets in which
continuous transmitted waves heterodyne
with incoming waves two aerials are used,
one tuned for transmission and the other
for reception. Incoming energy combines
with the transmitted energy to give beat
reception in a detector circuit coupled
to the receiving aerial inductance, and
means may be provided for preventing
swamping.

197,140. -A. ONWOOD. - INDUC-
TANCES.-A set of inductances com-
prises a number of coils wound upon spacing
strips fitting in radially slotted end cheeks.
The strips are of similar dimensions, a coil
of few turns having numbers of strips
placed together between the turns. ,Thus
every coil of the set has finally the same
volume.

197,296.-D. G. McCAA.-SIGNALL-
ING. Tuned vibratory members such as
stretched bands, tuning forks, etc., are set in
vibration by received currents of low
frequency, thereby setting up vibrations in a
secondary circuit containing a telephone
or other receiver -

f R,'R
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SUPER7" "Yea fELIOWs

A 2 -Valve Set of superior quality mounted in
a highly -finished case, that will receive any
British or continental telephony even though
the nearest Broadcasting Station is working.
PRICE: COMPLETE WITH H.T. BATTERY, ACCU-
MULATOR, 100 ft. 7122 STRANDED COPPER WIRE.
2 INSULATORS, 1 pair 4,000 ohms HEADPHONES.

£15
plus B.B.C. tax, 1.15s.: Marconi tax, .£1. 5s ; and 2 valves.
A new 2 -valve amplifier mounted in cabinet uniform with
super 2 set, £6, plus B.B.C. tax, £1, plus 2 valves.

FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd., LONDON, N.W.10

Wifiesden 1560-1.
Telegrams:Telephone:

" Quisnag,'' Phone, London.
16

AMUSEMENT ALWAYS.
'Wherever you are, under whatever
conditions, the Fellows Super 2 -Valve
Set will bring the real pleasures of
good entertainment 'produced in the
best possible form to your door.

THE
n.rtetWtetil, B nA.Art.Nte..A.

PRECISION VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

get the BEST RESULTS from
your set.

The ACME of
PERFECTION

SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED,
and no PANEL can be UP TO

DATE without them.
Completely assembled with
KNOB and DIAL.
ONE HOLE only for FIXING
to PANEL. Large METAL to

METAL BEARINGS.
By their use BIG IMPROVE-
MENTS can be made at

SMALL COST.
Can be inspected and purchased

in LIVERPOOL at
Messrs. LEWIS'S LTD.

Wireless Department,

'MI= NW VW MK

'001
'00075. 
'0005 ..

. 8/6
8/-
7/ -

RANELAGH STREET. '0003 . . 5/9
'0002 . 5/ -

Packing and Postage extra. VERNIER 4 / -One only, 9d. Two, 1/,
Obtainable through your dealer or direct from :-

JACKSON BROS.
Condenser Specialists,

(First Floor), 8, POLAND STREET, OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, W. 1. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

'Phone: Gerrard 6187

JEARY "SENSIFONES
Including B.& C. Every set tested
TRADE MARK. and guaranteel.

Ohms 27/6
British Males.

Compare and test these with any other
make, you will be convinced of their
high quality. Light weight, easily
adjusted, highly sensitive, detachable
receivers. ATAT EDT ATE DELI VERY.

11

Send your order NOW.
Wholesale Agents for Igranic Radio Devices.

The JEARY ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd.
8, Lambeth Hill, & 97, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

Also at GLASGOW, BIRMINGHAM, &c.

The ideal
INSULATING VARNISH

HARDICOIL
SHELLAC I NS ULA TIN
:: VARNISH CEMENT ::
Guaranteed made from pure Shellac. A saturated
solution in the cold. Perfect for all insulation work.

Enquiries invited from the trade.
6d. and 1/- Bottles, Also in BULK,

HARDICOL IS OBTAINABLE FROM THE
USUAL DEALERS AND THE MAKERS:

A. F. HARDINC & CO., LTD., EXMOUTH ST., STEPNEY, E.



HEAD TELEPHONES
(British Made)

No. _H 1260.

Obtainable from all Electrical Dealers and Stores.
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STERL1Ni TELEflipNE kELECTRIC- Co:;-Ltit,
11fanufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.

(WHOLEXI4E'6NLY).

Write for booklet
" RADIO IN

SUMMERTIME."

FOR OUTDOOR
USE

These high-grade instruments give
the clearest'and most faithful recep-
tion of radio music and speech.

k -Their use -provides a real apprecia-
tion of broadcast reception. ti

Each receiver is fitted with a
double -pole permanent mazret.

,,,120 ohms  £1: 9:6
2,000  ....
4.000 .... 1 1 2 ;(1.`
8,000 2:.0:0_

Telephone House, 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London,
.,-_ wa. =-.=. Telephone: Telegrams: 7----

= - Museum 444 (7 lines). "Cucumis, Wesdo, London." ---l."

BIRMINGHAM: CARDIFF: MANCHESTER: =
= 15o, Edmund Street. so, Park Place. 14, St Peter's Square.
= NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: WORKS:' -. =
= , 9, Clavering Place. Dagenham, Essex.
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COMPACT
ECONOMICAL

RELIABLE

Reduced Price
Type R

Its 15 -
WI

SENSITIVE
SILEN T

ROBUST

Type A R
15j-

COVe

W13
proved beyond all question the

superiority of the Ediswan Valve

Actual performance has

for Wireless work. Every day adds to
its reputation.

ONE SATISFIED USER SAYS:-
" Since using Ediswan Valves, with one only on

an 'ordinary Circuit, I have received quite, distinctly and strongly
the following stations, and can pick them -up at any time -(fading
permitting), proving it is not freak reception,' z L 0, 2 Z Y,
5 I T, 5 W A, 5 S C 5 N Q,. Radiola, Ecole Superieure, F L,
Croydon, and local amateurs. My aerial is none too'good, being
a twin,'26 ft. high, 3o ft. long.  I have tested ,Ediswan Valves
against many other. .makesand have no hesitation whatever in
stating that for loud signals with the minimum of strain on the
accumulator, Ediswans easily score. - ,

" (Signed) A. J. S. R., Brighton, May 15th, 1923."

We have had unique experience in the deve'.op.
ment and manufacture of the Thermionic Valve.
The first experiments in connection with the in-
vestigation of the " Ediswan Effect " on which
the Working of a valve depends were carried out
at our Ponders End Works by Prof. J. A. Fleming.

whoWas the Company's Scientific Adviser..
Also manufacturers of complete Receiving Sets, AccesSories, and
H. T. and L. T. Batteries. DealerS should write at once, for
particulars and terms. Descriptive leaflets free on request.

FREE ON REQUEST.-Illustrated Booklet entitled "The.
Thermionic Valve -its Origin and Development."

7P1 --1E,

EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC
CO., LTD.,

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force

123/5; Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4.
and 71, Victoria Street,i_S.31V_..1.
WORKS : PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
Branches in all Principal towns

toSSISWAile
EVERYTHING0
ELECTRICAL'

Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press . 1922), Ltd., The Fle-etway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advertisement Offices: Messrs. J. II. Life, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine
Post. Subscription rates: Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum, 8/8 for six months. Sole agents for South Attica: The Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole
agents for Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.; and for Canada: The Imperial News Co. (Canada), Ltd. Saturday, July 7th, 19E3.
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